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2S Y N O P S I S
A general summary of double-layer grids is 
given in the introductory chapter and a basic geometrical 
classification is suggested. This is followed by a 
description of the hexagon-on-hexagon grid which forms 
the subject of this research.
The second chapter deals with the rigorous 
analysis of the frame. The stiffness method is intro­
duced and properties of the stiffness matrix which can 
reduce computer storage and execution time. The program 
developed to analyse the grid is detailed, with particular 
emphasis on its use of the typical joint matrix concept 
and the handling of very large matrices in the elimination 
process. The results of the analysis are presented for 
pinned and rigid modes. The deflections and forces for 
top, bottom and web members are given for a range of 
support conditions with a uniformly distributed load, and 
additional results for symmetrical point loads. Each set 
of results is preceeded by a summary of the behaviour.
The derivation of an analogous anisotropic sand­
wich plate is described in Chapter 3. The normal isotropic 
plate equations are formed and the modifications for an­
isotropic plates stated. The plate properties are 
calculated from which centre deflection and layer forces 
are found. These are compared with the rigorous analysis 
values and are then used as the basis of an empirical 
maximum 5% error appi'oach.
Chapter 4 covers the construction and testing of 
a model of the grid with suggested reasons for the lack of 
correlation between test and analytical results. An account 
is also given of the collapse of the grid under test.
An examination of the statical stability of the 
frame, showing the effect of the number of hexagonal units 
and the edge geometry on the number of constraints required, 
is contained in Chapter 5. The geometrical form of 
instability is presented.
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7N 0 T A T I 0 N 
Symbols not identified in the text
Chapter 2
ain general element in a matrix
d vector of member end displacements in member axes
ds vector of member end displacements in structure axes
FORCE vector of member end forces
Kij general element in structure stiffness matrix
Mji **k member end moments at ends j and k respectively
n number of degrees of freedom of a joint in a
particular structure type 
Pj, Pj^  member end axial force at ends j and k
respectively
p vector of member end forces in member axes
pQ vector of member end forces in structure axes
R rotation matrix
A j i A k  member end displacements at epds j and k
respectively
<p ji<pk member end rotation at ends j and k respectively 
Chapter 5
D flexural rigidity of an isotropic plate
E Youngs modulus of rigidity
■\) Poisson ratio for an isotropic plate
■VxiVy Poisson ratios for anisotropic plate
w vertical plate displacement
8Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Double-Layer Space Grid
1.2 The Purposes of this Investigation
1*1 The Double*Layer Space Grid
The double-layer space grid, consisting of a 
large number of straight members interconnected at nodes 
to give a skeletal space structure, has greatly increased 
in popularity amongst architects and engineers in recent 
years. The grids have been used to form both roof and floor
I
structures of large clear span* In addition the grids have
*
been used with curvature as barrel vault roofs and domes*
Many different geometries have been employed 
all giving the great advantage of a regular layout with a 
small number of different member lengths* The regularity 
also naturally lends itself to a standard form of joint*
Most of the development work has been centred on the 
production of simple, multi-angular, construction-orientated 
joints* Many examples could be given including Mero, 
Triodetic, Nodus and Unistrut* In other cases, such as 
Space Deck and Unibat, the basic unit consists of a pre­
fabricated assembly of members and joints which is connected 
to other units to form the structure*
Structurally the great advantages of the double 
layer grid are its Stiffness, giving a fairly uniform force 
distribution even under isolated point loads, and the pre­
dominantly axial behaviour of all the members leading to 
the most efficient use of structural tubes. The great 
stiffness gives the added benefit that the structure may 
be constructed at ground level and then lifted to its 
correct position*
The geometries are based generally on the 
tetrahedron, octahedron or square-based pyramid giving in
each case a top and bottom layer of members and f,webTf
members which are usually inclined* The top and bottom 
layer geometries need not be the same*
Double layer grids may be geometrically 
divided into three groups as follows
(i) the direct grid consisting of the same
geometry in both layers with the top layer
directly over the lower (Figure 1).
(ii) the offset grid, again with the same
geometry and directionally similar, but 
offset in plan (Figure 2).
(iii) the differential grid in which the
geometry in upper and lower layers is 
dissimilar (Figure 3),
It would seem that the most economical system 
will be one in which the minimum number of members is used 
consistent with acceptable deflections, geometrical stability, 
practical member sizes and ease of jointing* One attempt 
in this field is the grid which forms the subject of this 
investigation - m a t e r ia l  r e d a c t e d  a t  r e q u e s t  o f  u n iv e r s it y
The grid is shown in Figure 4 and may be described as 
hexagon-on-hexagon*
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Figure 1 
Direct Grid
Figure 3
Differential Grid
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top layertotal frame
web membersbottom layer
Figure 4
Hexagon-on-IIexagon Grid
Figure 5 shows its modification from a three- 
way grid* In the top layer alternate lines of members 
have been removed in all three directions leaving a series 
of inverted tetrahedra connected at their corners, with 
their apices in the bottom layer connected to give a 
hexagonal pattern.
Figure 5
The grid has been used in Japan in a number of 
structures such as the m a t e r ia l  r e d a c t e d  a t  r e q u e s t  o f  u n iv e r s it y  
in Hiroshima with a total floor area of approximately ISOOm^, 
and a factory at Osaka with the same floor area. One 
further example is the use of the grid as a barrel vault 
of clear span 26m over a factory in Hyogo. In the example 
of the factory at Osaka the grid was formed of single and 
double angle members bolted to gusset plates. For the 
factory at Hyogo, however, circular hollow sections were 
used with ball and half-ball connectors. The framewas 
delivered in units of two tetrahedra plus one bottom tie 
member. These units were then bolted together to form 
the roof which was lifted by jacks at the edge columns.
1*2 Purposes of this Investigation
The research contained herein has four lines 
of investigation into the behaviour of the hexagon-on- 
hexagon grid:
(i) The behaviour of the grid under different
load and support conditions is to be analysed. 
This includes the deflected form of the grid 
and the distribution of forces in both layers 
and the web diagonals.
The three-way grid from which the frame has 
been derived shows a uniform distribution 
of forces under load, but we cannot be sure 
that this characteristic still exists in the 
1reduced1 frame*
It seems fairly clear that under certain 
restraint conditions, such as corner support 
only, edge lattice girders may be necessary to 
ensure geometrical stability* The effect of 
this lattice girder on the rest of the frame 
must be established.
(ii) In a large frame with many joints the computer 
analysis time can be substantial and expensive. 
However, if the properties of an analogous plate 
or sandwich plate can be found and used in a
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normal Navier or Levi solution, approximate 
values for deflections and top and bottom 
layer forces can be found rapidly* These 
can be helpful in the preliminary choice of 
member sizes and grid depths 
An attempt will be made to derive such a 
solution giving, if possible, a maximum 5% 
error for certain critical deflections and 
forces.
(iii) As a confirmation of the results obtained by
the rigorous computer analysis a model is to be 
constructed and tested for selected forces 
and joint deflections under different loading 
conditions.
(iv) As mentioned previously in (i) it seems
likely that, due to the basically hexagonal 
geometry of both layers, geometrical instability 
may occur under certain support conditions.
This behaviour of the grid is to be investigated 
in an attempt to establish whether the instability 
is local or general and under what conditions it 
may occur.
Chapter 2
ANALYSIS OF FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN THE GRID
2*1 A Brief Introduction to the
Stiffness Method
2.2 Description of the Analysis Program
and its Development
2.3 Results of Analysis
17
2.1 A Brief Introduction to the Stiffness Method
Prior to the development of the electronic computer, 
with its large storage capacity and high working speed, rigorous 
analysis was limited to those structures for which the equations 
could be solved by hand using traditional solution methods or 
those in which Moment Distribution was applicable. For larger 
structures a combination of model testing, analogies, simplifying 
assumptions and engineering intuition was necessary. The 
modern approach does not by any means eliminate the engineering 
intuition but does give us access to accurate ways to confirm it.
The present generation of computers therefore enables 
us to set up the structural equations speedily and to employ many 
techniques to reduce the storage and run time requirements. Some 
of these will be mentioned later in this chapter. The equations 
may be solved using either a direct elimination approach or an 
iterative technique. However, due to the slow convergence rate 
of most structural equation systems, a variation of the traditional 
Gaussian elimination is generally used. It has been shown that 
no method of solution exists which requires less arithmetical 
operations than this method (Reference l).
The analysis is based on three basic relationships:
(i) the statical equilibrium of the structure under
the action of external forces in the form of loads 
and reactions and the internal member forces;
(ii) the geometrical compatibility of the structure
which simply states that all parts of the structure 
must fit together and obey certain geometrical 
constraint conditions;
18
(iii) the load/deformation relationship of the 
structural elements.
In the force or flexibility method equations of 
static equilibrium are formed with the member end forces as 
unknowns. In the equilibrium or stiffness method equations 
of statical equilibrium are also set up with the joint defor­
mations as the unknowns. Having found these deformations the 
member end forces may be calculated.
equations in matrix form, which permit reductions in storage 
and calculation time, this method is generally used by 
engineers and is the method described herein.
derive end forces which arise in a member due to unit end 
deformations. The latter may be either displacements or 
rotations and the former may be axial, shears and moments.
In pin-jointed members moments and rotations will be absent.
for the two structures dealt with in this work - the pin- 
jointed and rigid-jointed space frame - are shown in 
Figures 6 and 7 respectively.
Due to certain properties of the stiffness method
The load/deformation relationship is used to
The forces and their corresponding displacements
/
Figure 6
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Clearly we may form an equation of all the 
contributions to say, in terms of the various displace­
ments, some at end 1 and others at end 2*. This may be 
repeated for all the forces*
In general the equations may be written thus:
Pi = klldl + k12d2
P2 = k21dl + k22d2
And in matrix form these become:
(1)
Pl~ k ll|k 12 
_  -1____
"di“
P2
|
k21|k22 d2
(2)
Mfc.sc
where p^ and pg are vectors of external forces at ends 1 
and 2 respectively, and d^ and d2 are the corresponding 
displacement vectors* is the sub-matrix of forces
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induced at end 1 by unit deformation at that end while k12 
is the sub-matrix of forces induced at end 1 by deformations 
at end 2. k2  ^and k22 have similar definitions* Equation
(2) may be finally written as:
p = kmd (3)
where represents the member stiffness matrix# The order 
of km will depend upon the number of degrees of freedom for 
the joints in the particular structure. For a pin-jointed 
space frame km is 6x6 and for a rigid-jointed space frame it 
is 12x12#
Clearly the matrix K representing the total structure
must contain the contributions from all members in the structure.
However, the km for each member corresponds to a particular set
of co-ordinate axes tied to the member and these will in very
' ' \ 
many cases be different from those chosen for the total
structure. Each 1^ matrix must therefore be transformed into
structure axes before being added to the K matrix. This
transformation is performed using a square matrix R of the
same order as 1%. The relationship is derived as follows.
We may write:
P = Rps (4)
and d = Rds (5)
where ps and ds are vectors of member end forces and 
displacements in structure axes.
Substituting for Equations (4) and (5) in 
Equation (3) leads to:
*P. = (.«>
Pre-multiplying both sides by the inverse of R givesr
Ps <7>
But since R is orthogonal = R^
• Pg = kTkraRds (8)
Now since the equivalent of Equation (3) in structure 
axes is:
Ps = ^ s  (9)
we see that kg = RTkmR (10)
Thus km is pre-multiplied by the transpose of R and post- 
multiplied by R to give the member matrix in structure axes.
The position within K of each ^ x sub-matrix 
of kg depends upon the numbering of joints and on the degrees 
of freedom at each end of the member. For a typical member 
between joints i and j the positioning will be as shown in 
Figure 8.
Figure 8
Having formed the K matrix and the corresponding 
load vector the equations may be solved to give the joint 
displacements and finally forces and reactions.
It was noted earlier that the structure stiffness 
matrix possesses certain properties which enable a reduction 
in the storage requirement and generally the run time.
These are as follows:
(i) The stiffness matrix is symmetric, i.e.
Kij = Kji* Thus the values of all the 
matrix elements are held in the upper 
triangular section and repeated in the lower 
triangular. Hence only one section need 
be stored; this will normally be the upper 
triangular.
(ii) Clearly when any frame is considered it is
seen that a joint is only directly coupled to 
a small number of adjacent joints. Each row 
in the K matrix represents the coupling between 
a particular joint and every other joint. In 
the vast majority of cases, however, this coupling 
effect will be non-existent and most of the 
elements will have zero value. Moreover, the
non-zero elements will all lie within a band 
centred on the leading diagonal. The width of 
this band is a function of the numbering arrange­
ment of the frame joints and routines exist to 
automatically number the joints in the v/ay which 
gives the minimum band width. In general the 
greater the coupled joint number difference j-i 
the greater the band width. If two joints i 
and j are connected by a member the half band 
width is equal to:
(j-i+l)njr - (ll)
where njr is the number of possible degrees of 
freedom at a joint in the particular type of 
structure considered, and £ r i s  the total 
number of restraints from joint i to joint j 
inclusive. Thus only the elements within the 
band need be stored and, bearing (i) in mind, 
storage can be limited to the upper section of 
the band. Providing an adequate indexing system 
is developed this upper band section may be stored 
in rectangular matrix form with order N x UBW, 
where N is the number of degrees of freedom and 
UBW the width of the half band (Figure 9).
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Figure 9
(iii) Rows which correspond to restraints may be
removed from the K matrix and, since a restraint 
cannot contribute to any degree of freedom, the 
appropriate column can also be removed. This 
is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10
This results in a further reduction in the 
size of the matrix.
(iv) It is clear that even within the band many zeros
exist; in fact in the structure being investigated 
about 90% of the band elements in the stiffness 
matrix have zero value. Advantage may be taken 
of this in two ways:-
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(a) in the elimination process four elements 
are involved in the alteration of any one 
element. This is shown in general form 
in Figure 11.
• ain
anp - anp + ail x aiP
Figure 11
i~i ..
Now if —  has zero value no operations 
' aii
need be performed on the elements in row n*
In addition, if element a ^  is zero there 
is no alteration to a^. The elimination 
process may therefore include a 1 zero check* 
on the appropriate elements before commencing 
the operation. It must be said, however, 
that the check on element a ip will only save 
one multiplication and addition operation 
which may be quicker than the zero check.
The relative timing will depend upon the 
particular machine used, but this may be 
difficult to ascertain.
(b) methods have been developed where only the
non-zero elements are stored. However this 
will generally involve a large amount of 
•book-keeping1 and may not be justified. 
(Reference 2)
c l ;.
d n O
Clin 
*  —  —  <Xip
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Overall significant reductions may be made in 
both storage and run time if the properties of the stiffness 
matrix noted above are taken advantage of* However, it 
may be true that as this is done the complexity of the 
program, due to the large amount of 1book-keeping1, may 
result in a lower efficiency*
2*2 Description of the Analysis Program and its Development
Having decided to base the analysis on the stiffness 
method and to solve the stiffness relationship using a modified 
Gauss elimination routine, the detailed development had to be 
executed.
Initially a fairly standard program was written 
in Algol forming the stiffness matrix in half band rectangular 
form. This program dealt only with a pin-jointed space frame 
and was used as a pilot project. It was developed on the 
ICL 1905 machine at the University of Surrey. However, the 
frame being analysed has 900 joints which, even when considered 
in the pin-jointed mode with two axes of symmetry, gives a
27
K matrix storage requirement of about 130K. As a rigid- 
jointed frame the storage of the K matrix increases to 
approximately 550K.
From the start of the program development, 
therefore, two features of the frame and resulting equations 
greatly influenced the detailed programming* These were 
the repetitive nature of the frame layout and the large 
storage requirement*
At that time the 130K storage demand could not be 
dealt -with at Surrey and the work was transferred to the 
Atlas machine at the Science Research Council Atlas Computer 
Laboratory at Chilton, Berkshire. A few sets of results were 
obtained for the grid in pin-jointed mode while work proceeded 
on the main program, which was written to deal with both pinned 
and rigid modes* Since this second program incorporated some 
of the sections of the initial one, plus some extra features, 
the description will be limited to the latter.
The program had to be written for the ICL 1906 
machine using the George 4 compiler since the life of the 
Atlas machine had been terminated at this point*
A diagram showing the block structure of the 
program is shown in Figure 12 and this will be used as the 
basis of the description following*
Input of basic parameters: The parameters can be treated
in groups. Firstly those relating to the size and support 
arrangement of the frame* These are the number of members (M), 
joints (NJ), restrained joints (NRJ), restraints (NR), and 
the number of joint types (TYPE). This group also includes 
a parameter (TRUSS) having value either 0 or 1 for pinned-
input parameters
form load vector
form typical 
joint matrix
print deflections
form cumulative 
restraint list
input member end numbers
solve stiffness matrix
input typical joint list
form structure 
stiffness matrix
input list of 
joint restraints
calculate & print 
reactions
calculate & print 
member forces
input list of members 
on lines of symmetry
input load 
loaded joint list 
symmetrical joint list
input joint co-ordinates 
joint types 
list of members 
connected to each joint
Figure 12
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mode or rigid-mode analysis respectively* The second group 
deals with the basic grid members giving their cross-sectional 
area (A), inertia (I), Youngs Modulus (E), and shear 
modulus (G). Finally the total number of members (NSYM), 
and joints (NSYJ).lying on lines of symmetry are input, as 
also is the total number of unknown degrees of freedom (N)*
Input of joint data: This is input and stored in the form
of an array JOINT which contains the following information 
for each joint - the joint number, spacial co-ordinates, 
joint type number (explained in more detail later), and 
members framing into the joint.
Input of member data: An array MEM is stored containing each
member number plus the near end and far end joint numbers, in 
that order.
Input of typical joint list: This is simply a list of those
joints chosen as typical and is stored in a one-dimensional 
array BLOCK.
Input of symmetrical member listr A list of those members 
lying along an axis of symmetry is next input into array 
LINMEM. The elements of the member stiffness matrix will 
be halved for these members.
Input of restraint list: A list of the restrained joints
followed by a series of Os and Is which is read into the 
appropriate positions within a previously cleared array (RL). 
A value 1 indicates a restraint. The number of unit or zero
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integer values for each joint is equal to the maximum possible 
number of degrees of freedom for a joint in that mode. The 
cumulative restraint list (CRL) is formed from the restraint 
array. This is simply a cumulative total of all the unit 
values through the restraint list. The final value in CRL 
will be the total number of restraints. This list is used 
in the routine to omit those rows and columns corresponding to 
restraints from the K matrix.
At this stage also the upper half band width (UBW) 
is calculated. This is performed by cycling through the 
member end number array and the restraint list and calculating 
the maximum value of Equation (ll).
Formation of typical joint matrix: It. is clear that in a
structure of this type a great deal of the frame is repetitive. 
This is particularly true away from the boundary. It would 
seem sensible to use this property to avoid a multitude of 
similar calculations and thus reduce the run time of the 
program. One approach to this is described here.
Throughout the frame there are many members similar 
in size, length and orientation and by employing a suitable 
indexing arrangement it is possible to reduce the total amount 
of time in calculating and transforming the km matrices.
Thus similar member matrices in system or structure axes may 
be added to the existing elements of the structure matrix K 
at the appropriate positions. This means, however, a lot of 
repetitive adding of similar elements.
The approach in this work has been slightly different 
in that the typical joint sub-matrix blocks are formed only
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once and then the relevant elements are copied into the K 
matrix.
The program cycles through array BLOCK and deals 
with each typical joint in turn. The km matrices for the 
members framing into the particular joint are formed and 
transformed then being added to the typical joint matrix (SKT). 
The data on co-ordinates, members and member end numbers are 
found in arrays JOINT and MEM.
NJR rows are set aside for each typical joint within
SKT. Since only the upper half of the band of K is to be
formed it is not necessary to add the complete 4 sub-matrix
blocks of into SKT. This is demonstrated in Figure 13,
and described below.
typical joint
Figure 13
As member 1 has joint i as a far end the only 
contribution is sub-matrix Qii}, whereas for members 2 and 3, 
where i is the near end of the member, the diagonal sub-matrix 
blocks £ii~) are added in and also the off-diagonal blocks 
Cij] and £ik3. The row position of the blocks within SKT
is a function of the typical joint number.
It is clear that groat care must be taken in 
deciding on which joints can be considered similar and be 
accurately represented by the typical joint. A number of 
conditions can be laid down which must be adhered to.
(a) The joints must have the same number of 
members and be similarly orientated.
(b) The numbering of the far end joints must 
be in the same relative order*. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 14.
i
2J
typical joint similar joint non-similar joint 
Figure 14
In the first and second joints all three 
members will contribute to the diagonal block 
and also give two off-diagonal blocks. In 
the third case, however, only one off-diagonal 
block will be formed in SKT - that for the 
member 20/26.
When the elements of SKT, based on the typical 
joint shown, are copied into the total structure 
matrix indexing is performed to control the 
number of off-diagonal blocks to be copied.
It will be equal to the number of members 
connected to the joint in question with that 
joint as a near end. In the third joint shown 
indexing will quite correctly ensure that only 
one block will be copied - that for member 20/26. 
However, as it copies the block sequentially it 
will take the block corresponding to member 4/6 
in the typical joint which will be quite incorrect. 
The members connected to a joint are listed in 
array JOINT in ascending order and are dealt with 
in that order. Therefore for similarity two 
joints must have the members numbered in the same 
order. This is shown in Figure 15.
2 13 Z<c
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typical joint similar joint non-similar joint
Figure 15
Failure to observe this condition will cause a 
similar error to (b) above in that off-diagonal 
blocks will be misplaced in K.
It is important that all the spatial co- 
ordinates be consistent. This becomes apparent 
when it is seen that the joint positions are
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completely described by the few typical joints 
and those joints connected to them. If this 
imaginary1 frame does not correspond with the 
real one errors will occur when the member forces 
are calculated. These are based on the ‘imaginary' 
frame deflections but real frame member and 
rotation matrices. This can lead to a laclc of 
statical equilibrium. It has been found that 
this may be concealed since total structure 
equilibrium may occur with satisfactory accuracy 
while that of individual joints may be much less.
One example encountered was 6 significant figure 
accuracy for structure equilibrium and 1 significant 
figure accuracy for a particular joint. However, 
this is not a problem provided the initial co­
ordinate accuracy ensures that the 'imaginary* and 
real structures are co-incident.
It is probably true that conditions (b). and Cc) 
could be disregarded if some additional indexing was carried 
out, but this would produce a more complex program and there­
fore the conditions are best observed.
Forming of IC matrix: Having completed the forming of SKT
the typical joint blocks must be copied into the appropriate 
place within K. This is performed by cycling through the 
joints and initially setting up a one-dimensional array (JI) 
within this routine. This array consists of blocks of 
order 1 x NJR. The number of such blocks will be one more
than the number of members framing into the joint and having 
the joint as a near end* In fact it is equal to the 
number of sub-matrix blocks in the corresponding rows of SKT.
It was noted earlier that the storage of K 
presents a problem; therefore it is formed sequentially by 
ro’w, each row being copied to magnetic tape# This is 
easily accomplished as the routine works through the joints 
in order and hence in degree of freedom order rather than 
member order. For each joint NJR rows may be formed. It 
is established from the restraint list whether the row 
corresponds to a restraint. If this is the case the row 
is ignored and attention switched to the next where the 
same check is made. Within a row elements corresponding to 
restraints are not copied.
The position of an element within the single row 
of K is found using CRL. This reduces the column position 
number by an amount equal to the summation of restraints up 
to that degree of freedom number. Thus although all elements 
are adjacent in SKT they are placed in the positions within K 
to give the correct coupling. This routine is shown clearly 
in the copy of the program in the Appendix. The position of 
the appropriate row within SKT can be found simply from the 
joint type number.
Formation of load vector: Having formed the K matrix and
copied it onto tape the load vector is formed. At this 
point the number of loaded joints and the load are input, as 
is a list of loaded joint numbers. The positions within the 
load vector (APV) of the-non-zero elements are found using 
the CRL again. In addition a check is made to see if any
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of the loaded joints lie on an axis of symmetry, in which case 
the load is halved* The load vector is retained within the core 
of the machine.
Solution of the equations: This process is based on a standard
half-band rectangular form elimination procedure with some 
modification to incorporate movement of portions of the K matrix 
into and out of core. As each row of UBW elements operates on 
the next UBW-1 rows at any one time the maximum array stored has 
an order UBW X UBW. Initially this array (A) is copied from 
tape row by now. The first row acts as pivot and having carried 
out the elimination on all the appropriate rows and been modified 
itself it is copied out of cOre onto a second tape and a new row 
read in to occupy its position. Pivot control then passes to 
the next row. This means that the pivotal row position is 
continually moving down the array and then back to the first 
row. In the rigid mode there are about 1360 equations and an 
UBW value of 200; hence the pivotal position sweeps through 
the array 6 complete times.
In addition the area of A acted on by the pivot row 
will lie partially below and partially above it. Clearly the 
amount below and above is a function of the pivot row. This 
is shown in Figure 16.
pivot
row
a.r-44. d.cne. 
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This quite obviously calls for careful indexing but 
the routine is relatively straightforward.
Within the elimination procedure checks are made for
afn
zero value of both the pivotal multiplier —  and the element
aii
aip as mentioned in Section 2.1, as well as for a zero value of
a ^  indicating a singular matrix.
When the program was being developed a number of error 
checks were incorporated by using a high trace level under George 
4. This increased the run time by a factor of between 4 and 5 
to about 80 minutes. To reduce the chance of the run being 
interrupted by a machine fault or George fault it was felt wise 
to split the program into two stages and, although the trace levels 
were later removed when no longer necessary, the program has 
continued in two parts. The first stage takes the work up to
and including the forward elimination and the second stage from
back substitution to the end.
In the back substitution the rows are copied into 
core from the N-l row to the first row. Only one row is held 
in core at a time and is then over-written by the next row.
This involves a large amount of reading and forward skipping 
as shown in Figure 17.
_4-.'sfc»p
7. skip " i—
i . V e p * r  ■ f-eaieL
— —  - 11 " ' - U
I o s H  r f  c o r  1
Figure 17
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Output of deflections: After back substitution the load
vector contains the joint displacements. These displacements 
are copied into another vector (DJ) and repositioned within it 
to allow for zero displacement values at restraints. The 
joint numbers and the corresponding displacements are then 
output.
Forces and reactions: The member end forces are found by
cycling through the members and calculating the forces from 
the matrix expression.
JfOHCg] i = O m j i H i C w j i
Similarly the contribution of each member to the reaction 
vector (AR) is found from [jA^ ji = f [foUCe ] j[•
Finally the forces are printed and the reactions
for restrained joints output from AR.
The main points of interest in the program are:
firstly the formation and use of the Typical Joint Array,
which reduces repetitive work to a minimum without introducing 
too much complexity, and seems a satisfactory approach provided 
care is taken to comply with the conditions set out earlier* 
secondly the manipulation of the stiffness matrix during the 
elimination routine.
2.3 Results of Analysis
The analysis was performed on the ICL 1906A 
machine with the GeCrge 4 Mark 8 compiler. The machine 
has 512K words of core store with a default level of 
120K at prime shift time.
This section summarizes the behaviour of the 
frame under various support and loading conditions, and 
is illustrated with diagrams for each case.
Pinned frame with vertical support at all edge joints, 
carrying a uniformly distributed load of 5N/bottom node.
The frame has a maximum deflection at the 
centre of 6*0mm.
The top member forces (Figure 19) show three- 
way grid behaviour (forces parallel to the x-axis are not 
shown for clarity) with some force reversal in the radial 
direction at the corner. This is due to an action similar 
to the torsional behaviour at the corners of plates. It 
is noted that the area over which top member reversal occurs 
extends parallel to the x-axis nearly to the mid-point of 
the side, indicating a greater stiffness in this direction. 
This may be partially due to the greater stiffness of the 
member configuration along this edge.
The bottom member forces (Figure 20) confirm 
the three-way action.
The web forces (Figure 21) show an increase of 
reaction towards the side mid-points, as is normal with a 
simply-supported platO, and zero web forces at the line of 
symmetry in the x direction.
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Pinned frame with three-way support at all edge joints, 
carrying a uniformly distributed load of 5N/bottom node*
There is a 20% reduction from the previous case 
in the central deflection due to the edge lateral restraint 
(Figure 22).
The top members (Figure 23) show a reversal 
of force extending about J span from both edges and further 
from the corner due to the tensile force induced in the 
top layer by the horizontal edge restraint* The top forces 
parallel to the x-axiS (not drawn) show the same behaviour. 
In addition the largest top member forces are tensile and 
occur in the corner in the radial direction.
The tensile forces in the bottom members 
(Figure 24) are similar to those in Figure 20 except 
for a minimal increase in those in the corner.
Web forces (Figure 25) are likewise similar to 
those in Figure 21.
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Figure 25 Scale. (N)
Pinned frame with edge lattic girder and corner support 
(only in the vertical direction), carrying a uniformly 
distributed load of 5N/bottom node.
The maximum deflection (Figure 26) of 34mm occurs 
at the mid-point of the z-axis side with a value of 85%, 
and 70% of this value at the centre-point and mid-point of 
the x-axis side respectively# This again indicates the 
greater stiffness of the frame edge configuration in the 
x direction# In the non-radial direction the deflections 
are quite regular over most of the frame#
The contours in Figure 27 show a ridge running 
out from the corner towards the centre. The non-radial 
direction forces are tensile in the top in the near corner 
members as these run across the ridge (Figure 28)* Away 
from this area the forces become compressive as the action 
is one of spanning between the edge girders# Most of the 
forces are still transmitted, directly into the corner by 
the radial members*
It should be noted also that the 20mm contour, 
for example, extends twice as far along the edge parallel 
to the x-axis as along the other side# This again 
confirms the greater rigidity in the x direction of this 
.edge#: . .
The bottom tensile forces (Figure 30) increase 
in the corner as would be expected from the greater stiffness 
here and there is some reversal of force along the edge due 
to the edge girder#
Figure 31 shows a web force distribution 
similar to the previous cases but with very high forces 
in the edge girder area, particularly along the x-axis 
edge#
The edge girder consists of the top, bottom and 
diagonal members provided plus the members of the regular 
frame forming an edge band* This band is more compact 
along the x direction edge than along the other resulting 
in the greater stiffness and lower deflection (Figure 32)#,
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Figure 32
Rigid frame x^ ith vertical support at all edge joints, 
carrying a uniformly distributed load of 5N/bottom node.
The frame has a maximum central deflection of 
5*9mm, a reduction of about 2% from the similarly supported 
pinned case.
In all forces and deflections the difference 
between the pinned and rigid cases is minimal in both 
magnitude and distribution.
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Rigid frame with three-way support at all edge joints, 
carrying a uniformly distributed load of 5N/bottom node.
As with the last case the effects of the rigidity 
of the joints is extremely small showing that when the frame 
is supported along the edges, whether vertically or in 
three directions, the loads are carried quite adequately 
by axial forces in the members* The bending moments in 
the member ends are very small compared with the axial 
forces* For example, a bottom tensile member towards the 
centre has an axial force of 266N and a bending moment Mz 
of 7Nmm. This behaviour is normal where symmetrical loading 
is applied*
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Rigid frame with an edge lattice girder and corner support 
(only in the vertical direction), carrying a uniformly 
distributed load of 5N/bottom node*
The deflected form (Figure 43) is similar to 
that in the pinned case with a 20% reduction in the 
maximum value and a more even distribution. This is 
shown by the difference between the two side mid-point 
deflections. In this case the one on the x-axis is 80?6 
of that on the other side. In the pinned case the 
equivalent value was 70%* As before the centre-point 
deflection value lies between these other two values.
The reduction in deflection and more even distribution 
are both clearly due to the increased rigidity of the 
frame•
The top member forces show the same three-way 
action. Those running in the non-radial direction 
(Figure 45) are primarily compressive and carry the loads 
to the edge girder. They experience some reversal at 
the x-axis end due to the increased stiffness of the edge 
girder and a general reversal towards the corner due to the 
reversed curvature in this region. The radial members 
(Figure 45) are compressive over their total length and 
show the largest forces in those leading directly to the 
corners. The members running parallel to the x-axis 
(Figure 46) span between the edge girders and show some
reversal towards the edge.
The bottom member forces (Figure 47) are as 
in previous cases, except for the high corner force*
The forces are still transmitted through axial 
forces primarily - a typical edge girder member having an 
axial force and moment Mz of 1200N and 21Nmm respectively* 
This picture is true throughout the frame*
As before the *edge girders* extend over a 
band (Figure 49).
The increased rigidity appears to draw more 
forces directly into the corner accounting for the 
approximately 60# reduction in the edge web member forces 
(Figure 48).
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Edge girder forces
Figure 49
Rigid frame without an edge girder and corner support 
(only in the vertical direction), carrying a uniformly 
distributed load of 5N/bottom node.
The removal of the edge girder causes a great 
increase in the deflections although the deflection dis­
tribution is similar (Figure 50). The maximum deflection 
at the mid-point of the. z-axis side has increased by 120$£ 
of that in the previous Case with the edge girder. This 
shows the important function of the edge girder. It 
should be noted, however, that although the joint rigidity 
does not appear to have played a great part in the load- 
carrying ability of the frame it has ensured the geometrical 
stability Of the structure. The same frame in the pinned 
mode was inherently unstable. This will be considered 
further in Chapter 5*
The main top members (Figure 52 and 53) and 
bottom members (Figure 54) are very similar to those in 
the previous case. The forces in the edge areas (Figure 56) 
are still high, however, demonstrating that there is still 
some edge girder action. The edge girder band appears to 
have moved in to the first line of tetrahedrons along the 
x-axis and probably even further in along the other axis.
In line with this the edge web forces (Figure 55) 
have increased. The much greater
rigidity of the x-axis edge is shown by the increase in 
deflection of 50% over the last case, as against the 120% 
noted above for the other edge*
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Rigid frame supported vertically at all edge joints 
with one horizontal restraint at each of the two corner 
joints and carrying a point load of 100N at the joint 
shown in Figure 57*
The behaviour of the frame is similar to that 
with the same support conditions and a uniformly distributed 
load. The force distribution is uniform with small increases 
at the loaded point*
The effect of the horizontal restraint shown in 
Figure 57 is interesting and is seen in the reversal of 
the top member forces over an area extending in from the 
corner# The effect is high considering that in each 
case the restraint is parallel with the boundary rather 
than across it.
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Rigid frame supported vertically at internal nodes, 
carrying a uniformly distributed load of 5N/bottom node.
The deflections (Figure 61) show a maximum 
value at the centre of 0*?mm. In all directions from 
the centre the deflections reduce towards the supports 
and then become a small uplift. Towards the frame 
corner this reverses again to give a downward displace­
ment. This is shown again by the lines of equal 
deflection (Figure 62).
The top members (Figure 63) show compression 
towards the centre changing to tension over the support 
band. The bottom member forces (Figure 64) and web 
member forces (Figure 65) confirm this general ’overhanging 
edge* behaviour. The force distribution is that which 
would be expected from the picture of the frame found 
from earlier results.
The frame was analysed with rigid joints 
since it seems likely that geometrical instability would 
have occurred, as happened in the pinned frame with only 
corner support and no edge girder. This would start at 
the outer edge and propagate towards the central area.
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Chapter 3
THE DERIVATION OF AN ANALOGOUS SANDWICH PLATE
3*1 Introduction
3*2 Derivation of the Normal Plate
Equations
03 Derivation of the Properties of the
Analogous Sandwich Plate and Comparison 
of the Resulting Deflection, Moments 
and Shears with those of the Rigorous 
Analysis
3»4 Empirical Maximum-Error Calculation
of Plate Properties
Conclusions
3.1 Introduction
The analysis of a double layer space frame with 
many joints, although quite possible on the modern' generation 
of computers, does produce problems of storage and run time. 
In Chapter 2 a program is described in which a number of 
routines are incorporated to minimise both these problems.
An alternative approach is to derive some form 
of analogous plate or sandwich plate which can be used to 
find all member forces and deflections, or just those at 
certain selected points on the plate. In fact the plate 
analysis gives these values at the nodes of an imaginary 
mesh. The density of this mesh can be chosen by the 
engineer to suit his needs and the computer facilities 
available. He may use the analogy in his preliminary 
investigation to select the most appropriate structure 
depth and member size, hence it is an advantage, as in 
this study, if the analogous properties of the plate can 
be given as a function of these variables. The analogy 
will give results in a shorter time than with a rigorous 
analysis and in addition has the advantage that far less 
data is required and is much easier to assemble.
An analogy should represent the actual structure 
as nearly as possible bearing in mind that, due to the 
assumptions made and the fact that a skeletal structure 
is not a plate, this representation is unlikely to be 
exact in all details. V/e need then to set a target of 
accuracy and in this case an attempt has been made to
produce an analogy giving a'maximum'of 5% error for 
certain selected quantities .These are the deflection and 
Mx and My. at the centre-point and shears at two points 
on the boundary (Figure 66)•
Figure 66
The analogy derived here is based on an 
anisotropic sandwich plate with dissimilar upper and 
lower skins, simply supported at all edges and carrying 
a uniformly distributed load. The solution is performed 
using the Navier method with variations for anisotropic 
plates.
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3,2 Derivation of the Normal Plate Equations
Consider the portion of the middle plane of
the plate shown
Figure 67
Figure 68
Consider the vertical equilibrium of the
element
~ d x  dy + 7^  dx dy + qdx dy = 0 Sx J ay o . 'i (1 2)
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Similarly for equilibrium about the x-axis with the moments 
due to external load q and the change in Qy disregarded:
dx dy - 7^  dx dy + Qydx dy = 0 (14)o x  o y
+ Qy = 0 (15)
hx I y
Similarly, ^5~y  ^* ~ = 0 (16)
Now from (15) and (16),
Qy = (17)
SMx i Myx /and Qx = T r +  (18)
On substitution of these values into (13) we obtain:
£2Mx S2Myx £2My £2Mxy
»^i  Zt ' ** + q = 0  (19)
but since Mxy = -Jfyrx we have
S2Mx . 2$2Mxy . £"2My  ^ ^
T z r  + - r & * -  + T W  + q = 0 (20)
Now it can be shown that:
M* = - ° ( S  + r $ r )  ( 2.1)
^  = - K & + i & )  (22)
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arid
<2t.
Mxy = (23)
which after substitution in (20) gives the fundamental 
isotropic plate equation:
£4^ 2&4W £4w q
■ r a + sxsrpr +■ rpt = g (24)
Timoshenko has shown (Reference 3) that for an 
anisotropic plate the basic plate equation becomes:
2H£x2Sy2 + = <J
£4^ (25)
where H a-.Dj + 2Dxy (26)
For convenience it will be assumed that the torsional 
rigidity Dxy of the equivalent sandwich plate is zero, 
The orientation of the axes when applied to 
Equation (25) is shown in Figure 69,
M x, Dx
1 A  y
Dy
O,
Figure 69
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The basic anisotropic plate expression may be
solved using the Navier solution provided it has only 
vertical restraint at the boundaries (Reference 4). In 
this solution the right hand side of Equation (25) is 
expressed in the form of a double trigonometric series 
thus:
For solution purposes this equation and its derivatives
may be given in simplified form as followss with series 
steps as in Equation (27):
mTrx
From this it follows that the solution is
(28)
where (29)
(30)
from which we find
clcoscoc s m (31)
(32)
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(33)
£ 2w 2 . .
|^2 = "c-Z2.fp> sxn«?< xsxnp y (o4)
r"2 “ 1
and S”xJy = c 5  Z  f ^  COkSo< x cospy  ^35)
Nov; for an anisotropic plate
£2w ~ S 2
Mx = -(px|^g + Dlf^§ ) (36)
which after substitution of the above expression gives:
c (Dx^.'tjroc2 sinxxsinp,y+ D1^2^fp)2 sinc*x.sinp»y)
(37)
Similarly,
My = c ( P y . ^ p a sino^x sinp y + D-^  sino<x sinpy)
(38)
Mxy = 2Dxyc^^^o<.p cosc^x cosjB y (39)
Qx = c(Dx^^-|:o^3 cosc*x sinp>y + Dj_ tEtEj 2 coscxx sinpy)
(40)
and Qy = c(Dy^^-|-p3 sinocx cospy + ~o<2 sin<xx cospy)
(41)
3,3 Derivation of the Properties of the Analogous Sandwich 
Plate and Comparison of the Resulting Deflection, 
Moments and Shears with those of the Rigorous Analysis
Derivation of the flexural rigidities Dx and Dy
It can be shown that the flexural rigidity may 
be given as:
D =£Afd2 (42)
where Afis the flange or skin area and d the depth of the 
section. The approach in this work has been to replace 
the concentration of skin and web members in the unit 
shown in Figure 70 with an equivalent flange area distributed 
over the regions shown in Figure 71.
Figure 70
CXre.o- Car O y
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Figure 71
The amount of the contribution from the web is difficult to 
judge but it seems reasonable to assume that it does make 
a contribution, albeit only a small one. Therefore two 
values have been calculated, firstly with the web included 
and secondly without the web.
Dx and Dy must be modified to incorporate the different 
geometries, and hence equivalent areas of the two skins, 
causing a displacement of the neutral axis. Thus a 
modified form of Equation (42) will be used to incorporate 
differing skins.
Calculation of tetrahedron web rotation factor
To simplify the calculation of the web member 
components a factor <x is derived below:
It will also be seen that the values of both
Figure 72
Now cy = cos
S k [5~
C*'= 3j <j2+s2 
3
(43)
J
Now if — = lc, then s
0 6  = <44>^  /l+3k2
In the case being investigated k = 0*8165 and oc = 0*5773,
Dx:
toprrv«pibpf'5
Figure 73
equivalent areas (Af) based on Figure 73.
K
= Aend section - top members 2AcosOs?
web members 2Acospcos |  = Aot«J"3" 
bottom members 2Acos^* = AnT3"
middle section - top members = 2Acos^ = A
web members = 0
bottom members = 0
where A is the cross-sectional area of one frame
member.
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The total for the top and bottom layers, assuming 
that the web contributes equally to both skins, is as shown 
in Figure 74.
A + A s
AJs -+/W3 A«J3 + A<xif3
Figure 74
When distributed over two lengths of s4l3 we have the 
rigidity/unit length as in Figure 75.
i A.
1 A. (l -t- <>0
4 S
Figure 75
Now it has been shown that for a sandwich plate with 
dissimilar skins (Reference 5):
Dx = d‘ t 1 (45)
Eti Et2
or Dx = Ed2 tj t2 ti+t2 (46)
Now if ti represents the top equivalent skin area and t2 
the bottom equivalent skin area, we have:
Dx = Ed2
X -(!+*<)
^ 3 + 2 * 1 5 ) .  + f U +o<)
(47)
or Dx = Ed*
f3A2 ..x Apbi
2i2^ (l+0<) +
A, 3 
s
j\ o 2©< .
“ (2^  + —  + 1 )
(48)
Now if ^ = 1 +&C we have:
Dx = 3+2tJ3*5(.s ° 3+2J3+ 4hJ3 (49)
EAd2or Dx a= Kx. where Kx = 0*75S (50)
2r-
In the y direction the equivalent area of the 
grid parts varies along the analogous member, therefore 
account must be taken of this when calculating the 
equivalent flexural rigidity by using the relationship:
e^q I f fAi
(51)
See Figure 76
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Figure 76 
equivalent areas based on Figure 73
A, s.
/ A
end section - top members 2A cos ^  = Aj3*
web members 2A cos^ cos^ = A 
bottom members 2A cos^ = A
*3L = A 3middle section - top members 2A cos 0
web members A cos j=> = A
bottom members A = A
Based on i&quation (51) we find the equivalent area over 
a width s to be as below,
| A(>[3
over two widths s we have:
A 0 + °0
zs
Figure 77
Figure 78
On substitution into Equation (46) we have:
EAd2y y  =  — — (J"3+o(.-kv J"3 +cx.2 )
' 2 (j3+1+2*0 (52)
9
_ KySMl where Ky = 0*47 (53)
Now the equivalent Dx and Dy values can be found for the 
case where the web contribution factor is zero and the 
following results occur:
EAd2 , T, 1
sDx = Kx ■— where Kx = "£^2j3 ~ ^*22
and Dy = Ky where Ky = ~
Using the appropriate values of E, A, d and s for the
frame being investigated we find the value of the
EAd2 r,
flexural rigidity constant — ■—  to be 6*38 x 107. The
values of the coefficients Kx and Ky, the flexural
rigidity values and their ratio are tabulated below for
the two web contribution factors of unity and zero.
factor ** Ky Dx(xl07) Dy(xl07) §£
0 0*22 0*32 1 • 40 2*04 1*44-
1 0*75 0*47 4*79 3*00 0*62
Table 1
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Derivation of the Poisson Ratio Values
The calculation of the equivalent Poisson Ratio 
values have been based on the open triangle shown in 
Figure 79. Although the top layer does contain closed
triangles these do not form a stiff system, being linked 
by the hexagonal portion. Therefore in both layers the 
hexagon seems likely to control the behaviour. It is assumed 
the horizontal restraint provided by the end sloping members 
is replaced by a member between B and C,
Calculation o f a) y
S ban 3
Figure 79
P YForces in members AB and AC = -~- . . .. . Icos 30 tan 30
1
Py (54)
Force component in direction BC =_ ££_J. (55)2 tan 30
Now
*lAB)s 
" AE
Py s 1 
•TJT". X -—AE ■ cos 30 (56)
Now
1
(57)X cos 30 cos 60
\
The other component of displacement in the y-axis is due 
to the rotation about a vertical axis of member AB (see 
Figure 80).
Figure 80
J U
S>yb = tan 60
-j^l-
(58)
but, £ x = AE (59)
-EL v  _2s.
2AE tan 30
Py s 1
= AE X tan 30 (60)
S yb = ffcf x d h o  x tan 60 (61)
•. total i y =  1 tan 60cos 30 cos 60 + 2 tan 30
Py s r8±3J3'lmmmm I ——mmmm— —m 1
AE [ 213 J (62)
Now the height of the triangle = s tan 30
£y/unit height or £y = 
8 + 0  k/3l
£ sl
s tan 30
AE 27T J3
(63)
•••
(64)
Now £ x _ E L * x - A —x " AE .tan 30 (65)
• *• & x/unit width or € x
AE ^ 2s x tan 30
-  Et
2AE tan 30
€ x =
Yy =
'Ec!j£1AEj_2 j
gy “ AE L2J AE [4+2l?]
(66)
(67)
= 0*15
Now under the action of a horizontal force along line BC 
From Equation (58)
£yb = tan 60
and from Equation (63)
e v = *y
y s tan 30
Sk  tan 60
2 s tan 30
3|x 
2 s (68)
but ex = |x2s (69)
(70)
Following Huber and Timoshenko (.Reference 6) Di in 
Equation (26) will be given the form Yxy rJDxDy where 
Yxy is the average Poisson ratio*
The calculated values of Dx, Dy andVxy are 
substituted in the anisotropic plate formula and the 
resulting values of the central deflection, total skin 
forces Fx, Fy, due to moments over a width equal to that 
carried by a real frame member, and edge shears are shown 
in Table 2 compared with those from the rigorous analysis* 
The percentage error based on the stiffness analysis is 
also given*
deflection Fx Fy Qx Qy
mm  N N N N
1.3 292*1 284*0 23*6 34*3
5*9 272*0 316*0 23-5 37*0
78*0 7*4 10*1 0*4 7*3
Table 2
With the exception of the central deflection 
the errors for the other quantities are fairly low, but 
not within the 5% error limit set* If the value of Dx 
and Dy calculated for the condition when the web makes 
no contribution is used, this is found to reduce the 
deflection error percentage to 50 which is still un-
Sandwich analogy 
Stiffness analysis 
Error {%)
acceptable, while making only small alterations to those 
of the other quantities. However, the calculated figures 
give us initial values which may be used as the basis of 
another approach.
3.4 Empirical Haximum-Error Calculation of Plate Properties 
It is clear from Section 3.3 that the calculated 
values of the sandwich plate properties give us answers 
with differing degrees of error, the deflection error 
being particularly unacceptable. However, if the variables 
Dx, and Yxy are modified it will be possible to bring 
all the errors below 5%•
Initially we may fix the value of and 
calculate the percentage error for varying values of Dx
and
Figure 81
Figure 81 shows the errors in Fx, Fy and 
central deflection as a function of Dx and Vxy for a value 
of of 0*62. It is seen from this and similar graphs 
that, as might be expected, Fx and Fy are unaffected by 
changes in Dx, This may be extended to include the shear 
forces Qx and Qy, In Figure 82 we see the errors in Fx, 
Fy, Qx and Qy as a function of this and Dx,
)^n Hnis ban A.
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Figure 82
As is shown a minimum error band may be drawn and 
appropriate property values chosen. It should be noted 
that the minimum overall error here exceeds 5%m Clearly 
a series of such graphs may be drawn for different values 
of and the one found which gives errors less than 5%•
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From a range of such graphs we may construct 
one showing the 5% error curves for all the quantities, 
excluding the deflection, as a function of andTxy.
This is shown in Figure 83 with the common 5% error region,
Figure 83
The deflection may be included by introducing 
a third axis Dx, Figure 84 shows the view on a number of 
horizontal planes through the 5% error region, each for a 
different value of ^  and Vxy are dimensionless while
Dx is expressed as a coefficient Kx with units Nmm such 
that:
Dx = Kx EAd*s
(71)
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A comparison between a consistent set of 
empirically found properties and the rigorous analysis 
results is shown in Table 3.
deflection Fx Fy Qx Qy
mm . N N N N
Sandwich analogy 6*0 267*3 301*8 22*5 36*9
Stiffness analysis 5*9 272*0 316*0 23*5 37*0
Error {%) 1*7 1*7 4*5 4*3 0*3
Table 3
3,5 Conclusions
The properties of an analogous sandwich plate 
have been derived using the assumption that the open 
network of members may be replaced by an equivalent dis­
tributed area# It has been shown that the differences 
between certain critical forces found from an analogous 
anisotropic plate analysis and from the rigorous analysis 
based on the stiffness method are too high, particularly 
in the case of the deflection. This is clearly because the 
frame does not behave in the simple way implied by the 
initial assumption but is far more complex.
It has also been shown, however, that these 
parameters, give initial values from which new ones may 
be calculated using an empirical approach. It may be shown 
that errors over the major part of the frame remain less than 
5% although for small forces near the edge they may be slightly 
larger.
CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON THE FRAME
4*1 Description and Construction of
the Model
4*2 Testing of the Model
4.3 Collapse of Model
4.4 Conclusions
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4.1 Description and Construction of the Model
The model constructed for testing had a plan size 
of 3*0m x 2®91m and a depth of 98mm with 905 joints and 
2666 members. With the exception of the edge members there
i
are two basic member lengths of 120mra for the tetrahedron 
and 138*6mm for the hexagonal/hexagonal face. The members 
were formed of 4*76mm diameter alpha brass tube with a 
Youngs Modulus of Elasticity found by test to be 1*25 x 10$ N/mra^
The joints were made by crimping and bolting 
at each node. In the triangle/hexagon face they connect 
six members but since four of these are co-linear there 
are only four thicknesses of brass tube at any node. At 
some joints this was not possible as the brass tubing is 
supplied in 2*44m lengths; however these were few in number.
At the hexagon/hexagon face attempts were made to 
avoid the six thicknesses. The web members are cranked in 
plan and elevation and the face members in plan only. It 
is not possible to use zig-zag members running in parallel 
directions connected by single lengths for the latter since 
the bending and crimping about two axes would simply crush 
the tube. Finally it was decided to form the face members 
in single lengths of 138*6mm.
The frame was initially constructed in an annexe 
to an engineering laboratory and supported by four 
203x133x30 kgf Universal beams which were in turn supported 
by four pillars. It was found much easier to construct 
the model in the inverted position and, as the forces 
should be the same in value and only opposite in type, 
this position was retained throughout testing (Figure 85).
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A frame of small gauge pressed steel angles was 
constructed and fixed to the Universal beams to provide 
support for magnetic clamps and dial gauges. See Figures 
86 and 87.
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Figure 86
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Figure 87
Foil strain gauges (GF. 2*12) were fixed to selected 
members in pairs with an epoxy resin adhesive and protected 
with Di-gell. The positions of both dial gauges and those 
members with strain gauges are shown in Figure 88* The 
strain gauges were connected to a data logger (M.B. Metals Ltd.) 
in the adjacent laboratory. For each pair of active gauges 
a pair of dummies were used and from the two pairs connections 
were taken to the bridge power supply and sampling unit.
The load in the form of -Jkgf bags of dried sand 
was applied in 4 total load increments using a loading 
platform on four hydraulic jacks. A load was suspended 
from each hexagon/hexagon face joint.
Difficulty was found with the strain gauges and 
was traced to erratic behaviour of the bridge power supply.
In addition the environment was such that the humidity and 
temperature were uncontrollable and very variable. The 
model was therefore moved to the very much better environ­
ment of the Space Structures Research Laboratory at the 
University of Surrey.
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4*2 Testing of the Model
The original loading was replaced by four 
symmetrically placed point loads (Figure 89) and the data 
logger by a strain gauge box©
©
©
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Figure 89
The loads of 3«5 kgf were applied incrementally and gave 
deflections compared with the analysis as shown in Table 4© 
The strain gauge readings showed a uniform drop in strain 
after the 2kgf load had been reached but this drop, 
indicating compression, occurred throughout. Table 5 
gives the test and analysis results with the type of 
force in each case, where it can be seen that there is 
no correspondence between the forces© It is clear that
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Table 4
Joint Test Result 
(mm)____
Computer Analysis 
(mm)
46 0*03 0*05
85 0® 17 0*22
125 0*31 0*42
164 0*77 0*58
202 0*77 0*63
236 0*75 0*67
231 0*80 0*66
227 0*85 0*61
223 1*60 0*53
219 0*45 0*40
215 0*18 0*23
211 0*10 
Table 5
0*05
Member
xlO-6
Test Force 
(N)
Computer Analysis 
Force (N)
676 -96 72*00 c 14*47 t
633 erratic 12*42 t
620 -84 63*00 c 14*37 t
632 -82 61*50 c 12*53 t
686 -150 112*50 c 16*17 c
645 -150 112*50 c 32*28 c
552 -150 112*50 c 31*14 c
494 -138 103*50 c 14*90 c
454 -150 112*50 c 28*32 c
590 -153 114*75 c 31*99 c
643 -152 114*00 c 33*29 c
644 -150 112*50 c 32*64 c
24 -112 84*00 c 4*39 c
206 -98 73*50 c 6*08 c
10 -110 82*50 c 12*79 c
77 -115 86*25 c 11*10 c
118 -100
oo»10 c 9*77 c
165 -103 77*25 c 2*86 c
72 -105 78*75 c 2*39 c
42 -103 77 * 25 c 2*41 t
this result, and the situation where every member was in 
compression, could not be correct. It was suggested that 
by increasing the load one might hope to obtain a change in 
behaviour and some information as to the cause of the 
problem.
Initially the load at which measurement recording 
started was raised from lkgf/load point to 6kgf and the 
behaviour was qualitatively as above. Finally the number 
of load points was doubled with a * zero’ load of 4*5kgf/load 
point and loads increased in Ikgf steps to a total, including 
the base load, of 12*5kgf. At a total load of 9*5kgf those 
members which could be assumed to be in tension began to 
decrease in compression, while those reckoned to be in 
compression increased but at a slower rate. See Figures 
90 and 91)•
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4*3 Collapse of Model
At the load of 12«5kgf at each of 8 points the 
frame collapsed* Views of the collapsed frame are shown 
in Figures 92-96*
The primary cause of failure was tearing of a 
bottom joint at three of the load points* This produced 
failure in a number of adjacent bottom joints but the 
"failure wave" was soon arrested* The sudden downward 
movement of the frame caused the load hangers to slide 
away from the top joints and along the members leading to 
bending failure of the latter (Figure 92).
Although some of the loads fell from the hangers 
the majority remained in place and the damaged frame was 
quite able to support them*
When the large deflection occurred (Figure 93) 
this pulled three of the sides from the supporting beams 
(Figure 94)* However, as the corners of the model were 
restrained in the horizontal plane as well as the vertical 
these edges then spanned between the corners as edge frames 
The resulting heavy load in the edge produced buckling in 
all the top members between node points (Figures 95 and 96)
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4.4 Conclusions
Analysis of the frame under similar support and 
loading conditions shows the maximum force in the 138»6mm 
members to be 240N. Calculation* however, shows that the 
buckling load for this length of member, assuming the ends 
pinned, to be 1015N* Therefore on the basis of the load 
on the frame at the time of collapse it seems reasonable to 
say that buckling failure was not imminent# Furthermore 
all the analysis forces result in low axial stresses. It 
is probable that the weakness lay in a member which had been 
drilled badly, giving a torn end or an off-centre hole, or 
damage sustained during transit#
Both the forces found in the test and the collapse 
can be traced to the same source, that is the form of con­
struction used* Firstly the small diameter tubes present 
great problems in the accurate fixing of the strain gauges# 
Secondly the type of joint in the model means that the member 
forces act eccentrically to each other and also, because of 
the thickness of the joint, the actual distance between member 
end points may be different to that calculated. This results
O '
in the member being forced into place and producing built-in 
stresses#. Finally, in a model with many joints and members, 
these stresses will probably be high#
It seems likely, therefore, that the applied 
loads simply added to an already highly stressed condition 
causing the failure of a joint in the bottom layer. The 
downturn in the force diagram was probably due to a re­
distribution of member forces from joint slip near failure#
Following this work, therefore, it is recommended
that:
(i) this type of joint should not be used but 
be replaced by a form of drilled ball joint 
in which the member axes may be concentric; 
(ii) larger diameter tubes be used which will
provide a more substantial surface on which 
to fix the strain gauges more accurately in 
line and parallel;
(iii) a model for testing should have the minimum 
number of joints and members which will 
provide an adequate set of results for 
comparison with a rigorous analysis#
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5*1 Introduction
In the initial consideration of the frame it 
appeared likely that in the pinned mode and under certain 
support conditions it might be statically unstable due to 
the basically hexagonal layout in both layers. The 
rigorous analysis using the stiffness method confirmed this, 
A three part study has therefore been carried 
out. Firstly attention has concentrated on the frame as 
a free body consisting of the basic units without the open 
hexagons occurring around the boundary,. Secondly, the 
boundary geometry has been included to find whether it 
radically alters the stability picture found in the first 
part. Both these parts have been based on the relationship 
that m<3j-6 indicates a mechanism. It must be recognised 
however that although this is true the converse, i,e, 
m^3j-6, does not necessarily indicate stability since the 
position of the members is crucial. Nevertheless in the 
very regular frame we have here it would appear likely that 
does indicate stability* In the third part an 
approximate picture of the unstable frame is found using 
the eigenvectors of the structure stiffness matrix®
5*2 Statical Stability of the Regular Frame as a Free Body
The basic unit is taken to consist of two 
hexagonal blocks containing 21 joints and 45 members 
(Figure 97 ).
will be represented by
Now between any two units in a row there are 7 and 9 
common joints and members respectively®. Thus a row 
p units long can be represented as in Figure 98*
21.4-5
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It can be shown that for any number of row 
elements p:
j = 14p + 7 (72)
and m = 36p + 9 (73)
Now if an additional row is added it is found 
that the number of common joints is 4p-l and common 
members 6p-3 (Figure 99) ®
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Thus, if the number of joints/row = 14p + 7
and the number of common joints = 4p ~ 1
the increase in joints with each additional row = lOp + 8
For a whole frame of q rows and p columns j = q(l0p+8) + (4p-l)
= lOpq + 4p + 8q -1
(74)
By similar reasoning the increase in members
for each additional row = 30p + 12
Hence for the whole frame of q and p rows
and columns m = q(30p+12) + (6p-~3)
= 30pq + 6p +12q - 3
(75)
• C 3j - 6 = 30pq -I- 12p + 24q-9 (76)
If R is the number of redundancies or m - (3j-6)
R = -6p - 12q + 6 (77)
A graph may be drawn showing the value of R as a function 
of p and q (Figure 100)«
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The frame is approximately square when p = 2q,
Figure 101 shows values of R for this case as a function of q.
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5*3 Statical Stability of the Total Frame as a Free Body
Based on Equation (74) for the number of joints 
it can be shown that if the edge geometry is incorporated 
the equation is modified to:
j = (10pq+4p+8q~l) + pX + qY + E (78)
where X is the number of joints added for each column p,
Y is the number of joints added for each row q, and E is 
the number of extra non-repetitive joints® It can be shown 
that X = 7, T = 9, and E = 19.
o*. j = lOpq + lip + 17q * 18 (79)
The equivalent expression for the number of members is:
m as 30pq + 27p + 39q + 46 (80)
Substituting for j and m in m - (3j-6) we find:
R = -6p - 12q - 2 (81)
A graph of R as a function of p and q is shown in 
Figure 102® The value of R when p = 2q is shown in 
Figure 103 as a function of q»
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5.4 The Mode of instability
A number of computer runs was made with a 
small section of the frame analysed with two axes of 
symmetry. The support conditions were varied and in 
each case a search was made for a value less than or 
equal to 1x10“^ in the reduced leading diagonal. If 
this was found a procedure was entered which calculated 
the eigenvector corresponding to the first zero eigenvalue 
which exists when the detjKl=0. This eigenvector 
represents proportionately the shape the structure can 
take in the absence of any external load. In addition 
the value of R was calculated for the frame with supports.
The results of some of the cases investigated
are shown in Table 6. Cases 1 and 2 show instability
when R is negative as is to be expected. Case 4 is
determinate but unstable with twisting of the tetrahedrons 
in the horizontal plane. Cases 3 and 6 demonstrate that 
although R is positive the constraints are so arranged 
that one edge joint is free to drop and produce general 
instability. The eigenvector results showed that this 
instability producing twisting of the tetrahedron which 
propagated itself across the frame once it was permitted 
to start. The instability pattern for case 4 is shown 
in Figure 104. This case is chosen as only one zero 
eigenvalue exists.
Case Support conditions R Stability number
condition of fzeros1
1 vertical only at all -4 unstable 4
edge joints
2 vertical at all edge -2 unstable 2
joints, 3-vray at one
edge joint
3 3-way at all edge +5 unstable 1
joints except one
free edge joint
4 3-way at edge 0 unstable 1
joints, vertical
only at all others
5 3-way at 3 edge +2 stable 0
joints, vertical
only at all others
6 3-way at all edge +7 unstable 1
joints, except one
edge joint which 
has no vertical 
support
Table 6
Figure 104
5*5 Conclusions
The results of this chapter emphasize the 
importance of the edge conditions of the frame.
It has been shown that the frame as a free body 
is always unstable and that the increase in the number of 
units in either direction only increases the number of 
constraints required for stability. When the edge open 
hexagons are included the picture is the same, except 
that for any combination of the values of p and q there 
is a further increase in the number of constraints 
required. This is shown in Figure 105 where the values 
with edge geometry are given as a percentage of those 
without. It is seen that the edge geometry effect 
reduces as the frame size, measured in basic p and q 
units, increases. This is to be expected.
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Finally, it has been shown that the arrangement 
of edge constraints is as important as the number of 
constraints, and that the frame can easily become unstable 
even if calculation shows it to have a positive number of 
redundancies*
Chapter 6
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The computer analysis has shown that basic 
three-way grid action exists in the frame.
Both the pinned and rigid analyses show that when 
the frame is only vertically restrained around the perimeter 
there is some torsional effect in the corner similar to that 
found in a slab, but is rather limited. The rigidity of 
the joints does not appear to increase this effect noticeably. 
In fact , it only stiffens the frame sufficiently to reduce the 
deflections by about 2%,
If the frame is supported at the corners only the 
three-way action still exists but the loads are taken more 
directly to the corners. Edge support is provided by an 
edge band. This is seen to consist of the edge lattice 
girder and the first line of tetrahedrons and connecting 
members. On one side this forms a fairly compact system, 
while on the other it tends to be more open. This is 
reflected in the difference in deflections between the mid­
points of the two sides. If the edge lattice is removed in 
the rigid-jointed case there is sufficient rigidity in the 
joints to prevent instability and, although the deflections 
are greatly increased, the edge band effect still exists 
but moves into the frame away from the immediate edge.
In the slightly impractical but interesting case 
of three-Way restraint it is seen that large tensile forces 
exist in the top layer causing a reversal of force towards 
the edges. Even with a minimum of edge restraint this 
effect is pronounced. Isolated loads produce an even 
distribution of forces in the frame. In general the
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rigidity of the joints has little effect on the load-carrying 
capacity of the frame under symmetrical loads.
It has also been shown that it is possible to
derive the properties of an analogous sandwich plate to
give adequately accurate values of not only central deflections 
and forces but also acceptable values throughout the greater
portion of the frame. These properties can be used to give
' preliminary grid depth and tube size in design.
The investigation of the stability of the frame 
shows that it is inherently unstable in the pinned mode and 
requires adequate edge restraint in the form of an edge 
girder or definite supports to prevent instability. Some 
rigidity of the joints will also deal with this problem but 
in a less satisfactory manner.
Finally it may be suggested that the frame could 
be analysed with a triangular or hexagonal plan boundary 
since this would more nearly follow the geometry of the 
frame and would probably give a more even edge force dis­
tribution. In addition the deflections may be more uniform 
with corner supports only. Also the critical arrangement 
of the minimum edge restraints necessary for statical 
stability might be investigated in more depth.
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'PROGRAM*(RIGID)
* INPUT'3 = CR0 
' INPUT'4 = CR1 
'OUTPUT'2=LPO 
'OUTPUT'3 = L P1
'BEGIN' 'COMMENT' AN ALYSIS 0F DOUBLE LAYER SPACE FRAMES?
'INTEGER' I,NJ,K,M,N,NR,NRJ,X,TRUSS,Y,J,P,Q,NJR , ROW ,A,COL,NMEM,RO,DS, 
UBW,TYPE,Z,LL,NN,NSYM,NSYJ?
' INTEGER* TOT ,TOTX,XUBW,YUBW,MEMBER,’
'REAL' XCL,YCL,ZCL,L,CX,CY,CZ,F,SCM,SCM1 , SCM2,SCM3, SCM4,SCM5,AREA, E,
g ,in er t;
SELECTINPUTC3);
SELECTOUTPUT(2)?
' COMMENT' INPUT OF STRUCTURE PARAMETERS?
M: “READ?
NJs = R E AD 
N J R • = R E A D ?
N : sREAD.?
NR : = READ ?
NR J :=READ?
TYPE:= RE A 0 
AREA :- READ?
INERT:=P EAD ?
E : = R E A D ;
G • = R E A D ;
TRUSS'-READ?
NSYM:=READ ?
NSYJ :=READ?
'BEGIN*
'ARRAY' JQINTC1:NJ,1:153,Rd ?M,1:93,SM,SMS,SMRt1:2*NJR,1:2*NJR3,
S K T C1 r N J R * T Y P B r 1 r 1 0 * N J R 1 r A P V C1 : N # 1 :1 D , D J C1 :1 3 #
REACM:N + NR3,FORCEM:2*NJR3,LE[1:m 3?
» INTEGER" ARRAY'MEMCI :M,1 :33 rBLOCKd :TYPEr1 ?1 3 rRLM :NJR*NJ 3 ,
JRC1?NRJ3rCRLC1!NJR*NJ3,JIC1:10*NJR3,LINMEMC1:NSYM,1:13,
LINJONC1jNSYJ,1:13 ?
'PROCEDURE' USE(NrS); 'VALUE' N? 'INTEGER' N? 'STRING* S?. 'EXTERNA!'J 
'PROCEDURE' REWIND(N)? 'VALUE' N? 'INTEGER' N; 'EXTERNAL'?
'PROCEDURE' READBINARYCN,A,S)? ' VALUE ' N; ' I NTEGER ' N?
'ARRAY' A? 'STRING' S? 'EXTERNAL'?
'PROCEDURE' -WRITE BINARY<N,A, S)? 'VALUE' N? 'INTEGER' N?
'ARRAY' A? 'STRING' S? 'EXTERNAL'?
'PROCEDURE' TI ME NOW?'EXTERNAL* ?
' COMMENT ' RECTANGULAR HALF BAND EL I MI NAT I ON PROCEDURE?
'PROCEDURE'RECDIVCA,B,MA,NA,PA,NB,IA,JA,IB,JB,ZERO,
SINGULAR)?
»VAlUE'NA,PA,IA,JA,JBrZERO?
' I NTEGER'MA,NA,PA,IA,JA,JBiNB,IB?
»BOOLEAN'SINGULAR?'ARRAY'A,B?
' REAL'ZERO?
'BEGIN *
'REAL'X?
' INTEGER'F, G,H ,I,J,K,M,N,P,Q,R,SS ,T,U,V,W, Z,KK rTOTAL,TOT ALX,I I,K1?
' REAL "  ARRAY' C,DC1:1,1!NA + 13 ?
M:=MA ? N : = NA? P:=1? F:=2?G:=0? H:=NA? SINGULAR: = 'FALSE';
TOTAL:=0?
TOTA LX:=N ?
NEWLINE(2)?
»FOR'I;=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'N'DO'
'BEGIN'
READBINARY(6,C,»('RICHARD')')?
'FOR'K : 'STEP'1'UNTIL'N'DO'
A CI , K 3 : a C M  , K 3 ?
PR I NT < AC I ,13#0,3)?
»FND»; . ....   ..   •__
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' FOR’I:=1'STEP’ 1'UNTIL1M1 DO *
•BEGIN1 TOTAL:=TOTAL+1;
NEWLINEd > ; PR I NT Cl , 4,0);
TOTA LX:=TOTA LX+T ;
* IF*I,GT,P*N,THENI 'BEGIN' .
II 1 = 1 • P * N;
P : = p + 1 ;
' END» ,
•ELSE' II:=I-(P-1)*n ; K1:=Ii;
G:=G+1; R!-T0TAL; ' I F ' G ' EG'F'THEN'
•BEGIN' G!=JA; H:=H+PA; »IF'H'GT'M'THEN•h :=M;'END'; 
•IF' ABSCACII,G3)•LE'ZERO'THEN•
•BEGIN' SINGULARj-'TRUE'J 'GOTO' OUT; 'END ' J 
S.'S:: = G-TOT A L ? T:=G? U: =0; V : = w: = H + SS ;
'FOR » K: = 1 + 1 * STEP'1'UNTIL'H'DO'
'BEGIN' K1: = K1+1 ;
•IF' K1 * G T ' N 'THEN' KK:=K1-N 'ELSE' K K : = K1 
T:=T+T; 'IF'T'EQ'F'THEN'
'BEGIN' t := J A; v:=v-PA; U:=u+p a; 'e n d';
X : a-A CI I,S S + K3/ACII#G1;
•IF' X ' NE ' 0.0 'THEN'
' BEGIN' 'FOR' J: =T 'STEP'1•UNTIL'V'DO'
•BEGIN' * I F * A CI I / J + U 3'N E » 0.0 *
ACKKVJ3:aA[KK,J) + X*A[II,J + U] ;
•END*;
B C K , 1 3 s - B C K , 1 3 + X * B CI # 13 ?
* END' ;» FND''
X: =1,0 / A CM , G 3;
•FOR' Jj=G + 1'STEP'1'UNTI I'W'DO'
AC 11#J3:=X*AC II 
BCI r13;=X*Bt I J 
PRINT(ACII,1],0,3) ;
,'FOR* J•=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'N'DO'
C Cl# J 3; c A CI If J 3;
CC1,N+1]!=BCI,13?
USE(7, ' (» DCT F 2 ') 1 .)■»
» I F ' I ' EO'M'THEN'WPlTEBINARY(7 r C, '('LAST')')'ELSE'
WRITEBINARY(7»C/'( 'RICHARD') ') I
» if't o t a l x'g t 'm 't h e n''g o t o'f i n s;
READBlNARY(6,C,'('RICHARD')')?
'FOR' Ji=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'N'DO*
A C11 # J 3 8 = C C J 3 
PR INT(A{II#1 I* 0 # 3)?
FINS: 'END 1 *
NEWLINE(2)1 P R I N T(W » 3 » 0); N E W L I N E(2);
OUT:'END';
«PROCEDURE'PINMTF(A#B ,E,AREA,L#ItD,C);
' INTEGER' 'ARRAY' D?
» ARRAY'A; 'INTEGER'B» I, C; ' REAL'E, AREA, L-;
•BEGIN' 'INTEGER' J,K ; 'REAL' S CM J 
'FOR' Jj=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' B 'DO'
•FOR* K • =1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' B 'DO'
A[ J,K3 s=0 . 0;
S C M : = ( E * A R E A) / L;
•FOR'J:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'C'DO'
’ IF ' I ' EQ'DCJ,13'THEN'SCM:=SCM/2J 
AC1,1]•= S C M;
A C1 ,43:=-SCM;
A C 4 ,13 s =-SCM;
AC4 ,43: =SCM;
'END» J _   . _
'PROCEDURE'RIGMTF(A, B ,E ,AREA#INERT,G,I,I,D, C)?
»INTEGER1 1 ARRAY ' D; 158
•ARRAY'A? 'INTEGER'B, I ,C; ' R E A L ' E , AR E A , I N E RT , G , L ?
'BEGIN* 'INTEGER* J,K; ' R E A L • S C M1 , S CM2 , S CM3 i S CM A , S.CM5 ;
•FOR* J 5 =1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' B 'DO'
•FOR* Ks=»1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' B 'DO'
A [ J , K 3 • = 0, 0;
' F 0 R * J : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' C ' D 0 '
» IF* I ' EQ' DCJ ,1 3' THEN" BEGIN' SCM1 s = < E * A R E A > / < 2* L 
SCM2: = U*E*INERT)/(2*L) ; SCM3: = (1 .5*SCM2)/L?
SCM4s = C2.0*SCM3)/LI SCM5 : = (G*INERT)/C2*L) ;
'GOTO' LINE? 'END' ?
S CM1: = (E*AR EA)/L ?
SCM2:=(4*E*INERT)/L?
SC-M3 : * (1 , 5*SCM2) / L ?
SCM4: = (2.0*SCM3)/L J 
s c m s:=(g*In e r t)/l;
LINE:AC1,13:=AC7,73s = SCM1; A[1,73:=AC7,13:C-SCM1 ;
A C 5 r 5 3 |sA'[11 #113 : = A C 6 , 6 3 :=AM2,123 : = S C M 2 ;
AC 2,63:=AC6,23:=AC2,123:=AC12,23 :aA[5 ,93: = A [9 , 5 3: = A E9 ,113: - 
A C11,93:=SCM3;
A [ 6 ,8 3: = A C 8,61: = A C 8 r 1 2 3: = A C1 2 ,8 3 : = A [ 3 , 5 3 : = A C » 3 3: = A [ 3 ,113 : = 
A C11,33 s*-SCM3;
AC2,23:=A[8,83:=AC3,33 s=A[9,9 3:=SCM4?
A [2 ,83 *=AC8,23:=AC3,93:=AC9,33:=-SCm A?
AC4,43 s=AC10,103 
A C 4 ,1 0 3 - = A C1 0 , 41
AX 5 ,11 3 : = A C11 /5 3 : = A C 6 ,1 23 s « A C
; * end ';
'p r o c e d u r e' p s t m l t(a ,b ,c ,n j r,k>?
'ARRAY' A,B,C? 'INTEGER' N J R , K ;
' BEGIN' ' INTEGER ' J , L?
?FOR' J j = 1 'STEP' 1 ’UNTIL' 2 * NJ R/3 'DO'
•FOR* L t = 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 2*NJR 'DO'
v- ' BEGIN' '■ ■ ■ ■
B C L , 3 * J- 2  3 : a A [ L , 3 * J - 2 3 * C [ K , 1 3 + A [ L , 3 * J - r 3 * C l K , 4 3  + A C L , 3 * J 3
* C C K , 7 3;
BCL,3*J-1 3: = A [ L , 3* J - 2 3 *C C K , 2 3 *♦'A C L »3* J -13 *C t K , 5 3 + A C L, 3* J 3
* C [ K , 8 3;
B C L, 3 * J 3 : = A C L , 3* J ■*2 3 * C C K , 3 3 + A C L , 3* J -13 * C C K , 6 3 + A C L , 3* J 3
* C [ K , 9 3; ■:
'e n d';
'END';
'PROCEDURE' PREMLT(A,B,C,NJR,K);
'ARRAY' A,B,C? ' INTEGER' NJR,K,’
Li:
'BEGIN ' ' INTEGER ' J , L?
'FOR' J :« 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 2*N3R/3 'DO'
'FOR' L 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 2*NJR 'DO'
'BEGIN'
B [3*j-2,L 3:«C C K,13 *A [ 3*J-2,L 3+C [ K , 43 * A [ 3* J-1 , L 3+C C K , 7 3 * A C 3* J , L 3 ? 
l 2 : ;
B C 3*j-1,L3:eCCK,23*A[3*J-2,L3+C[K,53*AC3*J-1 ,L3+C[K,83 *AC3*J,L3; 
L3:
B C 3 * J,L3:=CCK,33*AC3*j-2,L3 + CCK»63*AC3*J-1,I3 + CCK,93 *AC3*J,13 ; 
'END';
'END*;
'PROCEDURE* REDMAT(A,D,E> ;
'ARRAY' A; 'INTEGER' D , E ?
'BEGIN' 'INTEGER' I,KJ
N E W LINE(2)? PR I NT < D,3,0) ; SpACE(8); PRINT(E,3,0)J 
'FOR* I«s 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' D 'DO*
» FOR' K:a 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' E 'DO'
A CI , K 3 j = R E A D ;
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1PROCEDURE' REDMAX (A ,D#E)?
'INTEGER' ’ARRAY* A J 'INTEGER*.
'BEGIN' ' INTEGER' Ir K J 
NEWLINE C2>; P RIN T(D #3 # 0) ; SPACE(8 ) ; PR I NT<E,3,0)
'FOR' I • =1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' D 'DO'
'FOR' K:= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 6 
A [ I » K J : = READ;
•e n d';
'PROCEDURE' MAXPRINKA/B) ;
'ARRAY' A? 'INTEGER'S; 'BEGIN' 'INTEGER' I # J; NEWLINE(4);
'FOR'I:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL12*B* DO'
'BEGIN' NEWLINE(1);
* FOR » J:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'2 * B'DO'
P R I N T(A CIr J]» 0 » 5); 'END'; 'END';
’FOR'Jj=i'STEP'1'UNTIL'NJR*TYPE'DO*
'FOR' I : =1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL* 10*NJR 'DO'
SKTCJ,ITjsO.O?
'FOR'I:=T*STEP'1'UNTIL'N J'DO'
'FOR'J:s1'STEP'1'UNTIL'15'DO'
JOINTCI,J]: =0.0;
'BEGIN' 'COMMENT' FORMATION OF TYPICAL JOINT BLOCKS;
WRI TETEXT ( ' ( ' ' ( * 40 S ' > ' SPACE' ( * 6 S ' > ' FRAME' ('6S » >'ANALYS ! S ' > »■>'?.
. NEWLINE (3);
WR I TETEXT ( ' ( 1 NUMBERXOFXMEMBERS*' ) ' ) ? PRI NT(M,3,0) ; SPACE (1 0) »*
WRIT E T EXT('('NUMB E R'XOF'X J 0 I NTS = ')1>!PR I NT<NJ>3>0);N E W LINE <1)?
WRITETEXT('('NUMBERXOF%DEGREE$%0F%FREEDOM=')') J P R I N T ( N J R r 3 r 0) ? 
NEWLINE(1);
writet.e x t< ' <'totalxnum be rxo fx de gre es xof xf re edo m*'>.'>; 
p r i n t(n ,3,0);n e w l i n e(1);
WRITETEXT('<1NUMBERXOFXRESTRAlNTS=')');PRINT(NR# 3 »0);SPACE <5); 
WRI TETEXT<'('NUMBERXOF%RESTRA INED%J0 I NTS= ' ) ');PR I NT<NRJ »3»0> ;
NEWLINE (1)J. '
WR I T E TEXT (' ('TYPE%0F%FRAME.%1% IFXPINNE D'V X2XI F X RIGIDXT Y PE *
')');PR I NT(TRUSS,1#0)SNEWLINE(1)J
WRITETEXT('<'AREA=*)'>;PRINT<AREA#1,2)VSPACE(5)?
WRITETEXT C ' (' INERTIA*')')IPRINT(INERT *0*3);SPACE(5) ;
WRITETEXT( ' ( 1 Es ' )');PR I NT(E » 0,3) ;
NEWLINEd );WRITETEXT <*('G=')');PR I NT(G *0*3);SPACE(5)INEWL I NE<1>i 
WRITETEXT('('NUMBER%0FXJ0INT%TYPES=')')?PRINT(TYPE*3*0);
NEWLINE(1);WRITETEXT('CNSYM*')');PRINT(NSYM,3rO);SPACE(5);
WRIT E T EXT('(' NSY J *')');P RIN T(N SY J * 3 * 0);N EW LINE(2)i 
'COMMENT'INPUT OF FRAME DETAIL ARRAYS;
NEWLINE(2);
SELECT INPUT(4);
REDMAT<J0INT#NJ ,15);
REDMAX(MEM*M*3);
REDMAX(BLOCK*TYPE *1)?
RE DM A X(LIN M E M » N S Y M * 1)?
SELECTINPUT C3) ;
r e d m a x c l i n j o n*n$y j *i >;
'COMMENT'PRINTOUT OF FRAME DETA IL ARRAYS;
WRITETEXT('(’'(' 205 ')'COORDINATES'('6 S * >'OF'('6S'>'JOINTS')' > i 
NEWLINE (3) ;
WRITETEXT('(''C5S ')'JOINT'(»1 OS')»X'('VOS')'Y'('1 OS')»2 
’(MGS')'TYPE'('20S ' )'M E M B E R S ;
'FOR* Ij= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJ » DO»
'BEGIN' NEWLINEd); SPACEI3);
P R I N T (J 01 N T Cl * 13 # 3 * 0); SPACEC2) ;
'FOR' Kj= 2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 4 'DO'
PRINT(JOINTCI* K 3*2*4) ;
'FOR' K• = 5'S T E P'1'U N TIL'15'D 0'
PRI NT ( JOINT t I f K] r 3# O') ;
' F N D ' : ■
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'COMMENT' PRINTING OF MEMBER END NUMBERS;
NEWLINF(3)*
WRI TETEXT ('("('20S')'MEMBER'('1 OS')•INFORMATION')'); 
NEWLINE(3)I
WRITETEXT ('("( '1 OS ') 'MEMBER •(' 20S »)' JJ '(' 20S ' ) 'JK» > ') ; 
NEWLINE C 3 >;
'FOR' I;= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL* M 'DO'
'BEGIN'
PRINT(1*3*0); SPACE(20);
PRINT(ME M[I * 2 3 * 3 #0)! SPACE(20);
PRlNT(MEMtl#33,3,0);
NEWLINEd);
'END' ;
•COMMENT'INPUT OF RESTRAINT LIST;
WRITFTEXT( ' ( "  ( ' AOS') ' JOINT•('1 OS')'RESTRAINTS')');
N E W L I N F ( 3 ) ;
WRITETEXT('( "  ('1 S')'JOINT•(•12S')'RL1'('12S')'RL2*('12S')' 
R L3' ( ' 1 2S ' ) ' R L4'(' 1 2 S ' )'R L5'( ' 1 2 S ')'R L6')') ; NEWLINE(2);
'FOR'I:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'NJR*NJ'DO'
R L [ 13 : = 0;
'FOR' Ijs 1 ' STEP' 1 * UN TIL' NRJ 'DO'
'BEGIN'
JRC I 1:= READ;
PRINT(JRCI) #3#0) -SPACE <1 2)
X: = NJR*JRl13;
'FOR' J»=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJ R 'DO'
'BEGIN'
rlcx-(njr-j)3 spread;
PRINT(PLCX-(NJR-J)3#1#0); SPACE(12)J
•e n d';
NEWLINEd) ;
•END' ;
'COMMENT'FORMATION OF CUMULATIVE RESTRAINT LIST;
CRLI1 J : = RLd 3;
' FOR'I:a2'STEP'1'UNTIL'NJR*NJ'DO'
CRLCIIja CRLCI-13+RLLI3;
•COMMENT'CALCULATION OF UPPER BAND WIDTH;
UBW * = 0;
'FOR'I: = 1'STEP'1» UNTIL'M'DO'
'BEGIN' TOT•= 0;
»FOR'J;sMEM[I,23'STEP'1'UNTIL'MEMLI,33'DO'
'F0R»K:=NJR-1'STEP'-I'UNTIL'O'DO'
TOT j =T0T + RL[NJR*J-K3;
TOTXj=NJR*((MFMCI,33-MEMCI#23+1))-TOT;
'IF'TOTX'GT'UBW'THEN''BEGIN' MEMBER:=i; UBWj=TOTX;
XUBW!=MEMCI,23; YUBW:=MEMtl*33;
' END';'END';
NEWL I NEC 4) ,* PR I NT (MEMBER *3 # 0) ; PR I NT(UBW#3#0) ;
PRINT(XUBW,3 # 0)' PRINT(YUBW,3,0);
•BEGIN'
»ARRAY'SK C1:1,1:UBW3 *CC1:1#1:UBW3 #AZC1:UBW#1iUBW);
'FOR'I: =1 'STEP'1'UNTIL'UBW'DO'
'FOR'J:«s1'STEP'1'UNTIL'UBW'DO'
AZ[I,J3»=0.0;
i FOR»I:*1'DO" FOR'Jj=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'UBW'DO' C £ I # J 3 : = 0 . 0 ;
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’BEGIN' 'COMMENT' CYCLE THROUGH TYPICAL JOINTS;
X : = 0;
’ F O R '  I!= 1 ’STEP' 1 'UNTIL' TYPE 'DO'
'BEGIN'
CO L:=0;
'FOR'J:a6'STEP'1'UNTIL'15'DO'
'BEGIN'
K : = J 0 I NT [BLOCK CI ,1 3 , J.J ;
'IF' K = 0 'THEN' 'GOTO' FINISH;
P:=MEM[k ,23;
Q:=MEM[K,33 ;
XCL:=JOINTCQ,23-JOINT|:p ,23 ;
YCL;=JOINTCQ,33-JOINT[P,33;
ZCL :=JOINTCQ,4]-J0lNT[P,43?
L:= SQPT(XCLt2 +YCLt2 +ZCLt2);
c x :=x c l/l;
CY:=YCL/l;
c z 5=zc l/l;
F: = SQR T(CXT2 + CZT2) ;
'IF' F 'L T * 0.001 'THEN' 'GOTO' VERT;
RU,1 3 :=CX; "RCKf23:*CY; RtK#33:=CZ? RtK,43: = (-CX*CY) / F ; 
RCKf53; = F; RCK,63: = C-CY*CZ)/f; RCK,7]:=-CZ/F; RlK,83 :=0.0; 
r Ck »9]»=C'X/f ;
'GOTO' NEXT;
VERTiRCK#13!=RCKr33!=R[Kr53:=R[K,63!=RCKf73l=RC.Kf8 3jsO.O; 
R[K,23j=CY; RCK,A3:a-CY; R[K,93:=1.0;
N EXT!'IF' TRUSS = 2 'THEN' 'GOTO' A1 ;
PI NMTF(SM,2*NJR,E* AREA,I,K,LINMEM,NSYM>J 
'GOTO' A B1 ;
A1 »RlGMTFCSM,2*NjR,E,AREA,INERT,G,L,K,LINMEM,NSYM);
AB1 : 'BEGIN* 'COMMENT' TRANSFORMATION' OF MEMBER MATRI X?
' INTEGER'AX,BX;
P S T M L T < S M , S M R , R , N J R i K )  ;
SELECTOUTPUT (2) !
' I F' BLOCKCI,13=Q'THEN'•GOTO'A2'ELSE '
'F 0 R'R 0W > = 1 'STEP* 1 'UNTIL' NJR 'DO'
'BEG IN'
'FOR' A j = 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJR 'DO'
SKTCR0W+X,A3;=SKTCROW+X,AJ+SMSCROW,A3J 
'FOR' A;=NJ R + 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 2*NJR 'DO'
SKTCROW+X,COL+A3:=SKT[ROW+X,COL+A3+ SMS[R0W,A3?
' E N D ' ;
C0l :=C0l+n j r;
'GOTO' A3;
A 2 • ' F 0 R' ROWi5 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJR 'DO'
- 'BEGIN'
'FOR* Aj=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJR 'DO'
SKTCROW + X,A3: =SKT[ROW+X,A 3+ SMS[ROW+NJR,A + NJR3 !
'END';
'END';
A3: 'END*; ;
FINISH:X:=X+NJR;
'END1
'END' ; • ■ _ _
'BEGIN' «COMMENT» JOINT I NDEXING;
'FOR' I j Y 1 'STEP'1 'UNTIL' NJ*DO'
'BEGIN'
NN:=2*NJR;
NMEM:=1;
JI[NJR]S=NJR*I ?
'FOR' J;s1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJR-1 'DO' 
JICNJR-J1:=JICNJR3-J;
»FOR'K:=6'STEP'1'UNTIL* 15'DO'
'BEGIN'
'IF'JOINTCIrKJ = 0 'T H E N ' 1G 0 T 0' XX ' E L S E '
P : =J01 NT CI» K 3;
'IF' MEm CP,3] = I 'THEN' 'GOTO' YY 'ELSE'
■ NMEM;=NMEM+1? .
J I CNN3:=NJR*MEMtP,33,
'FOR' J.=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJR-1 'DO'
JICNN-J 3:»JICNN3-J ? 
n n : = n n + n j r ;
YY•'END*;
'COMMENT'FORMATION OF STRUCTURE STIFFNESS MATRIX; 
XXs'FOR' J j =1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJR 'DO'
'BEGIN'
'FOR.»K:=1 'STEP'1 'UNTIL'UBW'DO'
S K C1 , K 3 i = 0, 0;
'IF ' R L [ J I C J 3 3 ' N E'0 'THEN' 'GOTO* AA ;
ROW:=NJ R*J 0 I NT CI,5 3 -(NJ R-1) ;
RO:=JICJ3-CRL[JICJ33!
SKC1,13!=SKTCR0W+(J-1),J3;
'FOR* LLs=J + 1 »STEP'1'UNTIL» NJR*NMEM'DO *
'BEG IN'
'IF' R L C JIt L L 3 3 'NE' 0 'THEN' 'GOTO' ABA;
CO Li*j IC LL3 — CRLCJIC L L 33-RO+1 ;
SKC1 ,COL3:=SKTCROW+(J-1),LL3;
ABA;'END';
SELECTOUTPUT(2)*
' FOR *K: =1'STEPM' UNTIL'UBW'DO'
CM1 K 3: = S K C1 , K 3;
USE(6,'('DCRF4')');
WRITEBINARY(6,C,'('RICHARD')') ;
AA • « END * J
• ' END ' ; ' END ' ;
REWIND(6) ;
•BEGIN' 'COMMENT' FORMATION OF LOAD VECTOR; 
'REAL* LOAD; 'INTEGER' N LJ , RO; 'BOOLEAN' BAD
n l j : = r e a d ;
LOAD:=READ;
'BEGIN'
' INTEGER* 'ARRAY' J L C1 : N L J 3 
NEWLINEd.); -.______ .....
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W R I T E T E X T ( ' ( " ( ' 3 0 S ' ) ' L O A D I N G ' ( ' 6 S ' ) ' I N F O R M A T I O N ' ) » ) ;
N E W L I N E ( 3 ) J
W R I T E T E X T  ( ' ( " ( ' 2 4 S ' ) ' N L J ' ( ' 2 3 S  » ) ' L O A D ' ) ' )  J
N E W L I N E < 2 ) J S P A C E ( 2 4 ) ;
P R I N T  C N L J  * 3 , 0 )  : S  P A C E  ( 2 2  .
P  R  I N  T  ( L  0  A  D  , 3  , 0 )  ;
' F O R 1 K s = 1  ' S T E P '  1 ' U N T I L '  N L J  1 D O 1 
J L C K ) j = r e a d ;
1 F O R 1 J  * a  1 ' S T E P '  1 ' U N T I L '  N  ' D O '
A  P  V  I J  / 1  ] * > 0 . 0 ;
' F O R '  K ; a  1 ' S T E P '  1 ' U N T I L '  N L J  ' D O '
• B E G I N '
R 0 •  =  ( N  J  R *  J  L  C K  3 - ( N  J  R - 2 ) ) - C  R  L  C M  J  R  *  J L C K ] - ( N J R - 2 ) J ?
A P V t R O d  ] i =  L O A D ; 
v ' F O R  ' J  : = 1 » S T E P ' 1 ' U N T  I L * N S Y J '  D O '
■ ' B E G I N '
' I F  ' J L m » E Q ' L I N J O N [ J , 1 ] • T H E N '
' B E G I N '
A P V [ R 0 , 1 ] ! = A P V C R 0 , 1 3 / 2 ;
' G O T O ' H O P  J ' E N D ' ;  ' E N D ' ;
H O P . ' E N D ' I  
; ' E N D  ' ; ; "
N  E W  L I N E ( 3 )  I
R E C D I V ( A Z , A P V , N , U B W , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 d , 1 0 T ( - 8 ) , B A D ) ;
' I F '  B A D  ' T H E N '  ' B E G  I N  ' W R  I T E  T E X T  ( '  ■( ' J  U M P E  D  O U T ' ) ' ) ;
' g o t o ' f i n ; ' e n d ' ;
F I N :  ' E N D ' ;
N E W L I N E d  ) ;
' E N D ' ;
' E N D ' ; ' E N D '  ;
' E N D ' ;  ■ ■ .
p a p e r  t h r o w ;
. P R I N  T  ( M  , 3  / 0 )  ; P R  I N  T  ( N  J  , 3  , 0 ) ;  P R I N T  ( N J R  , 3  r 0 )  ; P R  I N T (N  » 3  » 0 );P R  I N T (N R  , 3  , 0  ) ; 
P R I N T ( N R J * 3 , 0 ) ; P R I N T ( T Y P E # 3 r O ) ; P R I N T ( A R E A » 1 , 2 ) ; P R l N T ( I N E R T f O , 3 ) ;  
P R I N T ( E , 0 f 3 )  ; P R I N T ( G # 0 , 3 )  ; P R  I N T  ( T - R U S  S  , 1 . / O  ) ; P R I N T ( N S Y M , 3 , 0  ) ;
P R I N T ( N S Y J # 3 # 0 ) ; P R I N T ( L I M , 3 , 0 ) ;
N E W L I N E d ) ;
P R I N T  ( P 1  , 3  » 0 )  ; P R  I N T ( P 2 ,  3 , 0 )  ; P R  I N T ( P 3 , 3 #  0 )  ; P R  I N T ( p 4 , 3 , 0 )  ■? P  R  I N T  < P  5  , 3  , 0 )  ; 
P R I N T ( P 6 , 3 , 0 ) ; P R  I N T ( P 7 , 3 , 0 ) ; P R  I N T ( P 8 , 3 f O ) ;
N E W L I N E d )  ;
' F O R ' I : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 » U N T  1 L ' N S Y J ' D O '  P R  I N T ( L I N M E M  C I  , 1 ] , 3 ,  0 )  ;
N E W L I N E d ) .
' F O R » I : = N J R ' S T E P * N J R ' U N T I L ' N J R * N J ' D O '
' B E G I N '
X  s =  0 ;  ■
' F O R * J : =  1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' N J R  ' D O '
X : - X + R L C I - ( N J R - J ) ) ;
' I F  ' X ' G T ' 0 ' T H E N '
' B E G I N '
N E W L I N E d  ) , * P R I N T ( J R t  I / N J R ]  , 3  # 0 )  ;
' F O R ' J ; a 1 » S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' N J R ' D O '
P R I N T ( R L C I - ( N J R - J ) ] , 1 , 0 ) ;
' E N D *  ; ' E N D ' J
N E W L I N E ( 1 ) ; P R  I N T ( N L J / 3 , 0 ) ; P R I N T ( L O A D , 3 , 0 ) ;
N E W L I N E d  ) ;
' . F O R  ' K  : =  1 ' S T E P ' 1  ' U N T I  L  ' N L J  ' D O  ' P  R  I N  T  ( J  L I K  ] , 3  , 0  ) ;
' E N D ' ;
* ★ ★ *
'L I S T ' (L P >
'PROGRAM'(RIGID)
' I N P U T ' 3  =  C R 0  
' I N P U T • A = C R 1  
« O U T P U T ' 2  =  I P O  
' O U T P U T ' 3  =  C  P 1 
' B E G  I N  '
S E L E C T  I N P U T  
S E  L E C T O U T  P U T  ( 2 )  *
'BEGIN'
• R E  A  L ' X  C L  r Y C L r Z C L r C X , C Y , C Z / F » T R U S S / X , E y A R E A , I N E R T # G ?
' I N T E G E R ' D S , N # N R ,  J r N J R , N J # K / I P , Q , L L # N R J # N S Y M # U B W , W ;  
' C O M M E N T ' I N P U T  O F  S T R U C T U R E  P A R A M E T E R S ;
TRUSS:= R E A D;
E : = R E A D ; ■' ■
a r e a : = r e a d ;
I N E  R  T : = R  E  A  D ;
G : s R E A D ?
N : s R E A D ;
N R : = r e A d
N'J Ri-RE AD?
NJ:=REAn;
NRJ J =READ ?
M : - R E A D ?
N S Y M : = r e A D ?
u b w : = r e a d ;
'BEGIN'
'ARRAY'APVC1:N #1:1 3,R X1sM#1:9 3,J 01 NT[1:NJ#1:15 3rLE C1:M 3#
S  M  # S M  R  C 1 : 2  * N J  R  r 1 * 2  * N  J R  3 # F 0  R  C  E  E 1
' INTEGER'' ARRAY'RLCT:NJR*NJ3 #MEMCV:M,1 :33 »ORC1 :NRJ3 ,
LT NMEM C1 : NS YM # 1 s 1 3 ;
» p r o c e d u r e ' u s e < n , s ) ; ' v a l u e ' n ; ' i n t e g e r ' n ? ' s t r i n g ' s ; ' e x t e r n a l * ?
' P R O C E D U R E ' R E A D B I N A R Y ( N , A i S ) ; ' V A L U E ' N ? ' I N T E G E R ' N ;
'ARRAY'A?'STRING'S;'EXTERNAL'J
' P R O C E D U R E  ' SK I P ( N  ,M) ? ' V A L U E ' N . # M ;  ' I N T E G E R  ' N , M ;  ' E X T E R N A L  ' ?
' C O M M E N T ' B A C K  S U B S T I T U T I O N  P R O C E D U R E  ;
' P R O C E D U R E ' B A C S U B C B r M A # N A f I A r W , J A » P A ) ?
' v a l u e ' n a , i a , j a , p a ;
' I N T E G E R ' M A / n A , I A r W r J A f P A ;
'ARRAY'B;
'BEGIN'
' R E A L ' X ?
1 I N T E G E R ' K  # N , P , M , T r I r J  r U ?
'REAL''ARRAY'CC1r1i1INA41]#DC1:1f1:NA+1)J 
M: s M A; . .
N s = N A; 7;
U S  E ( 7  / ' ( ' D C  T  F 2  ' )  ' ) ;
R E A D B I N A R Y ( 7 #  C  i ' ( ' L A S T '  ) ' ) ?
BCM,13:bc C1,N + 13 ?
SKI P (7 - 2);
R E A D B I N A R Y ( 7 f C # ' ( ' R I C H A R D '  ) ' )  ;
'FOR'K:s1 'STEP'1'UNTIL'N* DO'
D  [ 1 # K 1 :  b  C  C 1 » K  3 ;
NEWLINEd ) ;
BCM-1, 1 3  ! = C [ 1  , n  + 1 3 ;
R:=W + 1 ;
'FOR*I:aM-3' STEP'-1'UNTIL'I A'DO'
'BEGIN'
R : = R - 1  ;
' I F ' R ' E Q ' J A ' T H E N '
'BEGIN'
R:SR + PA ;
W: s W + p A ;
' I F ' W ' G T ' N ' T H E N ' W : = N ;
'END':
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T : r I - R  +  1 ?
1 F O R ' J : = W ' S T E P ' - 1 ' U N T I L ' R ' D O *
’ B E G I N '
X j = - D t 1  , J 3 ;
’ I F ' X ' N E ’ O . O ' t h e n *
’ B E G I N '
U : = T  +  J  ;
B  C l , 1 3 :  3 B  C 1 , 1 3  +  x * b  C U , 1 3 ;
' E N D ' J
’ e n d ' ;
' I F  ' I ' E Q ' 2 ' T H E N "  B E G I N '  S K I P  ( 7 , - 2 )  ,*
R E A D B I N A R Y < 7  j C ,  ' ( '  R I C H A R D '  > '  > ,* ' G O T O  ' A X A Y  ; ' E N D  ' J 
’ i f ' I ' e q ’ i a ' t h e n " G o t o ' a  x  a ;
S  K  I P ( 7 , - 2 ) ;
R E A D 8 I N  A  R Y ( 7 , C , ' ( ' R I C H A R D ' ) ' )
A X A Y  : ' F O R ' J : 3 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' N' D O '
D  C 1 , J  3 : 3 C  1 1 , J  3 ;
B C 1 - 1  , 1 1 : 3 C C 1 , N  + 1  3 ;
A X A j 1 E N D ’ ; .
• E N D  1
' P R O C E D U R E ' P I N M T F ( A , B , E , A R E A , L , I , D , C ) ;
' I N T E G E R '  ' A R R A Y ' D , ’
' A R R A Y ' A ;  ' I N T E G E R * B , I , C ;  ' R E A L ' E ,  A R E A , L ;
' B E G I N '  1 I N T E G E R '  J , K  ,* ' R E A L '  S C M ;
' F O R '  J  • s 1 ' S T E P '  1 ' U N T I L '  B  ' D O '
' F O R '  K  ! 3 1 ' S T E P '  1 ' U N T I L '  B  ' D O '  .
A C J  , K  3 ! = 0 . 0 ?
S  C  M  : =  < E  *  A  R  E  A ) /  L  ?
’ F O R ' J  : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1  ' U N T I L ' C  D O '
' I F '  I ' E Q ' D C J  , 1 3 ' T H E N ’ S C M : = S C M / 2 ;
A  C 1 , 1 3  ! 3  S  C  m  ; •
A  C 1 , 4 3  s 3  -  S  C  M ;
A  C 4  , 1 3 ! 3 - S C M ;
A  C 4  , 4  3 • 3  S  C  M  ?
: ’ E N D 1 ,*
' P R O C E D U R E ' R I G M T F ( A , B , E , A R E A , I N E R T , G , L , I , D , C ) ; ;
' I N T E G E R '  ' A R R A Y '  D ?
' A R R A Y ' A ;  ' I N T E G E R ' B r  I ,  C,* ' R E A L ' E , A R E A , I N E R T , G , L , *
' B E G I N '  ' I N T E G E R '  J , K ;  » R E A L * S C M 1 , S C M 2 , S C M 3 , S C M 4 , S C M 5 ;
' F O R '  J  • 3 1 ' S T E P '  1 ' U N T I L '  B  ' D O '
' F O R '  K ! 3 1 ' S T E P '  1 ' U N T I L '  B  ' D O '  ,
A  C J  , K  3 1 s  0 .  0 ;
' F O R '  J  • =? 1 ' S T E P ' 1  ' U N T I L  ’ C '  D O '
' I F » I ' E Q ' D C J , 1 3 ' T H E N "  B E G I N '  S C M 1 : 3 ( E * A R E A ) / ( 2 * L ) ;  
S C M 2 : 3 ( 4 * E * I N E R T ) / ( 2 * L ) ; S C M 3  : 3 ( 1 . 5 * S C M 2 ) / L ; 
S C M 4 : 3 ( 2 . 0 * S C M 3 ) / L ;  S C M 5 j 3 ( G *  I N E R T ) / ( 2 * L ) ;
' G O T O '  L I N E , *  ' E N D  ' ;
S C M 1  : s  ( E *  A R  E  A ) /  L  
S  C M 2 : 3 ( 4  *  E  *  I N  E  R  T ) / L  *
S C M 3  * 3  < 1 . 5 * S C M 2 ) / L  ?
S  C M 4  ; 3 ( 2 , 0 * S  C M 3 ) / L  ?
S  C M S  : 3 ( G *  I N E  R T ) / l ;
L I N E : A [ 1 , 1 ] j = A C 7 , 7 3 : = S C M 1 ; A  C l , 7 3 ; = A  C 7 , 1 3  : 3 - S C M 1  ;
A  1 5  , 5  3 s =  A  C 1 1  , 1 1 3  : -  A  C 6  , 6  j : *= A  C 1 2  , 1  2  3 ;
A C 2 , 6 ] j = A C 6 , 2 3 : = A C 2 , 1 2  3 ; = A [ 1 2 , 2 3 ; 3 A C 5 , 9 J : 3 A C 9  , 5 3  ; 3 A C 9 , 1 1 3 : 3  
A [ 1 1 , 9 3 : s  5  C  M  3 ;
A  C 6  , 8  3 * 3 A  C 8 , 6  3 • 3 A  C 8 , 1 2 3 :  =  A  [ 1 2  , 8  3 : 3 A  C 3 , 5  J : 3  A  [ 5  , 3  3 : 3  A  C 3  , 1 1 3  r =  
A C 1 1  , 3 3  : = - S C M 3 ;
A  C 2  , 2  3 1 s A  C 8 , 8 3 : 3 A  C 3  r 3 3 : 3 A  C 9 , 9  3 : = S C M 4 ;
A  t 2 , 8 3 1 3 A  C 8 , 2 3 • = A  C 3 , 9  3 ; “ A  C 9 , 3 3  : ;
A [ 4 , 4 3  j 3 A C 1 0 , 1 0 3 : 3 S C M 5 ;
A C 4 , 1 0 3  j « A C 1 0 , 4 3
A C 5 , 1 1 3 f - A [ 1 1  , 5 3 ; » A [ 6 , 1 2  3 j 3  A  C 1 2 , 6  3 : =  S  C M 2  /  2 ;
 ’ E N D  » ; _ _
' 'PROCEDURE1 PSTMLT(AiB,C7nJR,K); ” 1rfi
•ARRAY' A,B,C; 'INTEGER* N J R , K ,*
•BEGIN' ' INTEGER ' J , L ;
•FOR' J «= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 2*NJR/3 'DO*
'FOR* L:= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 2*NJR •DO'
'BEGIN' ....
8 C L , 3*J-2 3:3 ACL,3*J-23 *CCK,13+AtL,3*J-13*CIK,43 + ACL , 3*J3
* C [ K , 7 3 ;
B C L » 3 * J -13 : 3 A C L , 3*J-2 3 *C CK, 2 3 + A C L,3*J-13 *C t K, 5 J +A C L » 3*J3
* C [ K i 8 3;
B C L,3*J 3 ACL,3*J-23*CCK,33+ACL,3 * J-13 *CCK,63 + AtL,3*J 3
* C C K , 9 3;
•END';
'END'
'PROCEDURE1 REDMAT(A,D,E),*
•ARRAY' A; 'INTEGER' D,E?
' BEGIN' ' INTEGER » I,K?
N E W LIN E(2)J P R I N T ( D , 3 , 0) ,* SPACE(8); PR I NT(E , 3 ,0)I 
'FOR* Ij= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' D 'DO'
'BEGIN'
'FOR' K •3 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 6 'DO'
'BEGIN'
AC I , K) jsREAD;
'END' ;
■ ' END ' ;
■ ' e n d' ;■
'PROCEDURE' REDMAX(A,D»E)J 
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY* A; 'INTEGER' D,E;
'BEGIN' ' INTEGER' I,KJ 
NEWLINEC2)! PRINT(D,3,0); SPACE(8) ; PR I NT(E , 3 , 0);
'FOR' I • 31 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' D 'DO'
'FOR' K:3 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' E •DO'
AC I i K3 : = READ;
' ■ ' END';
'PROCEDURE' MAX P R I NT(A , B)?
'ARRAY'A;'INTEGER'B;'BEGIN''INTEGER1I,J;NEWLINE(4);
' FOR ' I;=1'STEP'T'UNTIL'2*B'DO'
»BEGIN'NEWLINE<1);
'FOR'J;=V'STEP'1»UNTIL*2*B*DO'
PRINT(A[I ,J3 ,0,3); 'END';'END';
'COMMENT'INPUT OF FRAME DETAIL ARRAYS;
SELECTINPUT(4);
REDMAT(JOINT,NJ ,15) ;
REDMAXCMEM.,M,3) ;
SE LECTINPUT(3);
'FOR'I:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'NSYM'DO'
L I NMEM CI,13 j3READ;
'COMMENT'INPUT OF RESTRAINT LIST,*
WRITETEXT('< "  ('30S'>'JOINT'('10 S')» RESTRAINTS')')J 
NEWLINE(3);
WRI TETEXT('<''('1S')'J01NT'(•15S')'RL1'('15S')'RL2'( ' 15S ' ) ' 
R L 3 1 ( ' 1 5 S ' ) ' R L 4 ' (MSS') 1 R L 5 ' (11 5 S ') ' R L 6 ') ') ; NEWLINE (2) ;
' FOR'I:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL1NJR*NJ'DO'
R L Cl 3:3 0;
' FOR' I js 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NR J 'DO'
•BEGIN'
J R C13:=R EAD ;
PRINT(JRCI3,3,0); SPACE (12) ;
X:=NJ R*J R C13;
•FOR* J * =1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NJR 'DO'
'BEGIN'
R L C X-(N J R-J > 3:= R EA D;
PRINT(RLCX-CNJR-J)3r1,0); SPACE <12);
• END' ;
NEWLINEd ) ;
' END ' ;
W : = 1 ;
BACSUB(APV#N,IJBW, 1,W,1 ,1 ) ;
'BEGIN'
•INTEGER' DS;
•ARRAY* DJ Cl :NJR*NJ# 1:13 rREACtl 
NEWLINE(4);
•COMMENT' PRINTOUT OF DISPLACEMENTS;
WRITETEXT('(''('55S')'JOINT'C125')' D I S P L A C E M E N T S ;
NEWLINE(2)I
W R I T E T E X T < ' < " ( ' 1 S ' >  ' J O I N T  ' ( '  1 5 S  ' ) ' D X  * ( '  1 5 S  1 ) ' D  Y  • ( '  1 5  S  ' > ' D Z  • < ' 1 5  S  ' ) ' 
O X '  ( M  5 S  » )  1 O V  ' ( •  1 . 5 S  ' > ' 0 2  • > -'> »
J: = N + 1 ;
« FOR'DS • = NJ R*NJ'STEP 1-1 'UNT I L ' 1'DO'
' BEGIN'.
' IF ' RLCDS]'EQ'O'THEN'J :=J-1'ELSE''GOTO'22;
DJCDS#1]:=ApVCJ,n;
•GOTO' y y y;
ZZ:DJCDSi13:=0.0;
YYY; 'END*;
»FOR»DS ;>NJR'STEP'NJR'UNTIL'N J R * N J'DO*
'FOR'X:=1 'DO'
•BEGIN'
NEWLINE(2);
PRINTCDS/NJR ,3>0);
s p a c e<3v;
»FOR»I;3NJR-1'STEP'-1'UNTIL'0*DO'
'BEGIN'
PRINTCDJ CDS-I ,13,0,5);
SPACE(3);
•END';
'END';
SELECTOUTPUT(2);
'BEGIN'
' INTEGER'V,T;
« REAL' SUM;
•ARRAY'ARC1jNJR*NJ3;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY* JAM 1 2 * N J R 3 J 
NEW LIN E(4);
»COMMENT * CALCULATION AND PRINTOUT OF MEMBER FORCES;
WRITETEXTC'(•'('40S')'MEMBER'('12S')'FORCES')')?
NEWLINE(2);
WRITETEXT ('<''< '1 S') 'MEMBER '(' 1 5S ')' PX' (■MSS') ' P Y * < * 1 5 S •) \P Z • (' 1 5 S ' ) 1 
MX'('15S')'MY'('15S')'MZ')');
'FOR'I;=1* STEP'1'UNTIL'M» DO*
'FOR!J:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'91 DO'
R [I, J 3 : *.0 . 0;
»FOR*K:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL*M«DO'
'BEGIN'
P:=MEMCk ,23;
Q ; =MEM C K ;
X C L : = J 01 N T C Q , 2 3 - J 01 N T [ P , 2 3;
YC L 5 ® J.O I NT C Q, 3 3 - J 01 NT C P » 33 #'
ZCLjsJOlNT CQ,43-JOINT CP#43;
LECK3 ;=SQRT(XCLt2 + YCLt2 + ZCLt2);
CX:=XCL/LECX3;
CY;sYCL/l eCk 3;
CZ:3ZCL/LECk 3;
F:=SQRT(CXt2+CZt2);
'IF'F'LT'0,001'THEN''GOTO'VERTI;
r ck , 13: = cx; r c k,23;=c y;r c k,33;=c z;r [k ,43; = <-cx*c y)/f ;r c k,53s = f ;
RCK,63 : = (-CY*CZ)/f;r CK,73:=-CZ/f;RCK,83s=0.0;r CK,9Js=CX/f;
'GOTO'NAXT;
VERTI:RCK,13:®RCKf33:=R[K,53;=RCK,63;=RtK,73:=R C K r 83:=U.O;
R C X, 2 3 : 3 C Y ; R C K, 4 3 : B - C Y; R C K, 9 3 : = 1 . 0;
NAXTi ' END' ; ...
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‘» F O R  ' I : = 1  ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I  L  ' N J R * N J  ' D O '
A  R  [ 1 3 : =  0  . 0  ;
»FOR'I :=i'STEP'1'UNTIL'NJR*NJ'DO'
R E A C  C 1 3 ! = 0 f 0 ;
* F O R * I : = 1 • S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' M ' D O  
' B E G I N *
j a c n j r ] . 3 N J r * m e m c i , 2 3 ;
' F O R » J : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 > U N T I L ' N J R - 1 * D O '
J A C N J R - J ]  : =  J  A  [ N  J  R  3 -  J  ?
J  A  [ 2  *  N  J  R  3 : = N J R * M E M [  I # 3 3 1 
' F O R ' J : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 » U N T I L ' N J R - 1 ' D O '
J A C 2 * N J R - J ] j = J A C 2 * N J R 3 - J ?
' I F l T R U S S = 2 , T H E N , , G O T O , A 4 , E L S E , P I N M T F ( S M f 2 * N J R f E # A R E A r L E C I 3 f I » L l N M E M r  
N S Y M )  :
• G O T O  ' A 5  ?
A A : R I G M T F C S M f 2 * N J R » E f A R E A f I N E R T , G f L E E 1 3 i I » L I N M E M ,  N S Y M ) J  
A 5 : P S T M L T ( S M # S M P , R f N J R , I ) :
N E W L I N E ( 2 ) ;
' F O R * K : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L * 2 * N J R ' D O *
' B E G I N *
F O R C E [ K 3 ! =  0 . 0 ;
' F O R ' L  L • - 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' 2 * N J R ' D O '
' B E G I N '
F O R C E [ K l j  = F O R C E C K 3  + S M R t K  , L L 3 * D J C J A C L L 3 f 1 3  ;
• E N D '  ; ' E N D *  ; N E W L I N E d  )';
P R  I N T  ( I  , 3 f 0 )  ;
P R I N T ( L E C I 3 | A f 3 ) ;
S P A C E  C 3 >  ;
» F 0 R » K : a 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L * 2 * N J R * 0 0 '
' B E G I N '
P R I N T C F 0 R C E C K 3  ;
S P A C E ( 3 ) ;  ' E N D ' ;
' C O M M E N T ' C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  R E A C T I O N S ;
' I F *  T R U S S  ' E Q '  1 ' T H E N ' P : = 2  ' E L S E '  P : = A ;
» F O R » V : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' P ' D O '
' B E G I N '
» F O R » T ; = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' 3 * D O '
' B E G I N *
J  S =  3 * V  +  T - 3 ;
» F O R » Q : = 0 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L '  2 ' D O '
' B E G I N *
A R [ J A r j 3 3 : = A R [ J A [ j 3 3 + R [ I , T + 3 * Q 3 * F O R C E [ 3 * V + Q - 2 3 ;
' E N D  ' ; ' E N D  ' ;•» E N D  ' ; '  E N D  ' ;
N E W L I N E ( 3 ) ;
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’ C O M M E N T * P R I N T O U T  O F  R E A C T I O N S ;
W R I T E T E X T  ( ' ( " C *  4 0 S ' ) ' S U P P O R T  R E A C T I  O N S * ) ' ) ;
N E W L I N E  ( 3 > ;
W R I T E T E X T  < ' < ' ' ( ' 1 S ' > ' J O I N T ' < ' 1  O S ' ) ' R X ' ( ' 1  O S ' ) ' R Y « ( ' 1  O S ' > ' R 2  * < ' 1 0 S  ' > ' 
R M X ' < 1 1 O S ' ) ' R M Y * < ' T O S ' ) * R M Z ' > ' >  ;
* F O R  * K : = N J R ' S T E P * N J R * U N T I L f N J R * N J ' D O *
’ B E G I N *
' R E A L ' Z ;
Z :s 0.0;
X : * 0  V O : ; .
’FOR’J:=NJR-1'STEP 1-1'UNTIL'0'DO'
' B E G I N *
X ; = X + R L C K - J ] ;
’ E N D '  ;
’ I F ' X ' E Q ' O * T H E N "  G O T O ' B B * E L S E '
’ B E G I N *
N E W L I N E ( 2 )  I 
P R I N T ( K  /  N  J  R  , 3  , 0 )  ;
S P A C E  ( 3 )  ;
’ F O R ’ J ; s N J R - 1 * S T E P ’ " 1 ' U N T I L ' O ' D O '
' B E G I N *
' I F '  R L F K - J 1 ' E Q * 1 ' T H E N '
' B E G I N '
P R I N T ( A R [ K - J ] , 0 , 5 )  I 
S P A C E  ( 3 ) ;
' E N D '
' E L S E '
’ B E G I N '
P R I N T  ( Z , 1  > ;
S P A C E C 3 ) *
’ E N D  ' ; ' E N D  ' J ' E N D * ;  B B  : ' E N D  ’ I S . E  L E C T O U T P U T  < 2 )  ? ' E N D  ' ? ' E N D ' ?  ' E N D * ;  
’ E N D '  ;
’ E N D ' ;
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A review of the recent developments in the field of space 
structures shows clearly that the most remarkable progress has been made 
in prefabricated double-layer grids. These systems are of special 
importance as they are frequently used in roof construction. Recently 
successful attempts have been made in various countries to apply them to 
floor construction in multi-storey buildings.
Double-layer grids consist of two plane grids forming the top 
and bottom layers, parallel to each other and interconnected by vertical 
and diagonal members.
There are now several types of prefabricated double-layer 
grids on the market and their popularity is clearly increasing every 
year. Mero, Oktaplatte, Unistrut, Space Decks, Space Grid, Nerik,
Pyramitec, Pyramroof, Nodus, Triodetic, Tridilosa, Diamond Truss, Taisei 
Truss, Unibat, Takanaka Truss, Ohbayashi Truss are just some of the 
trade names describing the various types of well-established commercial 
systems.
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It is usual to divide such systems into lattice grids, 
consisting of intersecting vertical plane lattice girders and true 
space grids consisting of a combination of prefabricated tetrahedra, 
octahedra or skeleton pyramids having triangular, square or hexagonal 
bases.
The search for new structural forms produced within the last 
decade several novel solutions. Fig. 1 illustrates six most commonly 
used types of double-layer grids. Whereas the first four shown in this 
drawing are very well known, the fifth one has been introduced only some 
eight years ago in Germany, Italy, France and recently into England.
The sixth type is the newest arrival on the international market and known 
only to a very limited number of. architects or engineers.
It consists of prefabricated skeleton tetrahedronal units 
which are interconnected at their comers into a stiff double-layer 
grid. It is an ideal example of an industrialised system of construction 
consisting of mass produced modular units. Roof structures can be formed 
from a plurality of pyramidal units each having a base of triangular 
shape, jointed together comer to comer at their bases.
The interconnected units form a regular hexagonal grid at one 
layer, whereas the other layer creates an interesting pattern of 
interconnected triangular and hexagonal grids.
In this system the number of members, their total length and 
the number , of joints are reduced to a minimum which makes possible the 
great efficiency of mass production of identical units. a
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Such systems can be used for up to 70 - 80 metres clear span; 
for larger spans the necessary increase of the inertia factor can be 
acquired by superimposing two layers of pyramids assembled at their 
apieces and interconnected there by vertical high tensile bolts.
Studies of various types of double-layer grids show conclusively 
that the greatest rigidity can be obtained through the use of the three- 
way double-layer grids - however, the amount of material used in 
construction of this type is much greater than in the other systems.
This led to the introduction of the square on diagonal type in which 
one layer is forming a regular diagonal grid, whereas the other one is 
of the rectangular type. This is the configuration frequently used in 
France and England in the Unibat and Nodus systems. ‘
Comparison of the deflections and the material consumption
#
necessary to obtain the same load carrying capacity for the same span 
shows that the last system (consisting of prefabricated tetrahedronal 
units) is providing the most economical solution.
The first known examples of its application come from Japan 
and were publicised during the International Symposium on space frames 
held in Kyoto in October 1971. Many structures of this type have been 
built within recent years in Japan by m a t e r i a l  r e d a c t e d  a t  r e q u e s t  o f  u n iv e r s it y  a Tokyo 
firm specialising in this form of construction. Double-layer flat grids, 
barrel vaults and even domes have been constructed in this system.
Fig. 2 shows the interior of a hexagonal grid covering the
M ATER IA L REDACTED A T  REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY -  t o t a l  f l O O r  a r e a  S O U i e
1,600 sq. metres.
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Figs, 3 and 4 give the interior of a factory, Ubekosan Sakai,
Osaka, covering an area of 40m x 40m, supported only at the comers.
Bigs, 5 and 6 show the erection and the internal view of a
barrel vault built for an electronic factory, Kaisaidenryoku Takasago 
Kaiheisho in Hyogo. Clear span of the barrel vault is 26 metres, the 
structural steelwork is in circular hollow sections. The top layer 
forms a hexagonal and three-way grid, the bottom layer is a regular 
hexagonal grid.
This system is known in Japan as the Ohbayashi Truss H1. It 
appears that the designs are based on some slab analogies but so far 
no articles have been published on the mathematical method of analysis 
applicable to this form of construction.
In France and England an identical configuration has been the 
subject of a patent submitted by Messrs. S. du Chateau and R.G. Taylor 
who advocate a simplified type of connection between the pyramidal unit. 
However, the authors of this article are not aware of any structures of 
this type having been built up to now in Europe.
Having realised the advantages of this form of construction, 
-it was decided to build .a large model of such a grid and to investigate 
its behaviour under various types of loading.
Three different boundary conditions were investigated in
detail
a) The structure is simply supported along all four edges. This 
condition assumes vertical restraints only and permits horizontal 
movement of all the nodal supporting points.
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b) The structure is supported along four sides at the same points, as 
in case a) but no horizontal or vertical movement is allowed of any of 
the supporting points. This produces three reaction components at each 
support and introduces some membrane action in the horizontal plane of 
the grid.
c) The structure is supported only at four comers by simple vertical 
supports, allowing therefore some horizontal movement.
The frame investigated had the configuration shown in Fig. 7. 
The overall plan dimensions are 3.0 m. x 2.9 m, The two basic members 
are 120 mm long in the tetrahedron and 138.56 mm long for the member 
linking the apieces. The frame has 900 joints and almost 2,600 members. 
Electrical resistance strain gauges were fixed to some members to obtain 
the strain readings and dial gauges were used to measure vertical deflec­
tions.
The precise analysis has been carried out using a specially 
prepared program on the Atlas electronic computer.
The enclosed results refer to a pin-connected grid in which 
only axial forces are taken into account, and a structure subjected to 
uniformly distributed loading over the whole area. The program for the 
pin-connected analysis forms the stiffness matrix in the rectangular 
half band width form, removing at the same time all rows and columns 
which represent restrained displacements. It performs a standard 
elimination procedure to solve for the displacements and from these 
calculates member forces and reactions.
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Another program has been prepared for rigidly jointed structures, 
in which six stress resultants are taken into account for each member, 
but results for these conditions are not given in this paper. However, a 
few details of the program for the rigidly connected case are given below. 
It sets up the stiffness matrix in a slightly different way.
The inspection of Fig. 7 shows that there are 27 typical 
joints. The matrices for these joints are placed in one array called 
the Typical Joint Array. Each of the 251 joints is then examined for 
its joint type and this block is copied from the Typical Joint Array into 
the full array with row and column removal where necessary. This reduces 
the run time considerably.
The grid appears to give basic three-way grid behaviour with 
some stress reversal in the comers. This reversal is quite small in 
the case with vertical support only at the edge joints, but becomes much 
more pronounced where there are three restraints at all edge joints. In 
this case the largest top layer forces occult at the boundaries rather 
than in the centre.
The grid is stiffer in the x-direction than in the y-direction. 
This relative stiffness is shown by the values of the mid-boundary 
deflections in case c, where that in the y-direction is 40$ greater than 
in the x-direction. The centre point deflection value lies midway between 
them.
The main problem with both programs was one of storage. To 
analyse the model using 2 axes of symmetry requires storage approaching 
550K. Therefore, considerable tape manipulation is necessary.
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Figs. 8-11 refer to a structure with pin-connected members 
simply supported along all four sides and under u.d. loading. The 
diagrams give vertical deflections, axial forces in the top and bottom 
layers and the web member forces in the inclined diagonals.
The maximum deflection occurs at the centre. The reactions
conform to the normal plate behaviour with small vertical reactions at 
the comers, which do not rise, but have a tendency to do so.
Axial forces in the top layer show a rather good uniform 
stress distribution with a very small reversal towards the comers.
Figs. 12-15 illustrate the behaviour of the same structure 
but having three reaction components along the supports (case b).
As one could expect, the prevention of even small horizontal 
movement at the supporting points introduces the membrane action which 
seems to have much greater effect on forces than on deflections.
The tensile forces in the top layer are greatly reduced at the 
centre with a sizeable reversal of forces towards the boundary.
Reactions increase towards the centre of the boundary due 
to the increased tension forces.
Figs. 16-19 illustrate a grid supported at four comers only.
It shows a surprisingly even distribution of deflections.
The structure has to be reinforced along the free edges with 
additional members, otherwise the system is unstable. When this is done,
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again the' stress distribution is remarkably uniform though the maximum 
forces are along the boundaries rather than in the centre.
The tests on the model illustrated a remarkable reserve of 
strength even when the structure was overloaded. The redistribution of 
forces took place, maintaining the overall stability of the structure 
and preventing its collapse.
These tests, as well as the analytical calculations, show in 
a convincing way that this particular form of double-layer grid structure 
provides a highly efficient system having many advantages in comparison 
with the classicaliwo-way grids.
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Bottom layer *s©mb©r length 138*.56ram 
Depth of frame 97.97mm
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1 PINNED FRAME SUPPORTED VERTICALLY AT ALL EDGE JOINTS
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PINNED FRAME SUPPORTED VERTICALLY AT ALL EDGE JOINTS
Vi  - ‘
(b) Top member forces ,(N) 
Tension ponitive
Fig.9
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Fig. 10
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1 PINNED FRAME SUPPORTED VERTICALLY AT ALL EDGE JOINTS
■
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(d) Web member force® (N)
Tension positive
Fig. 11
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2 FINNED FRAME SUPPORTED ON THREE AXES AT ALL EDGE JOINTS
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(a) Vertical deflection
Fig* 12
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